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Full or representative illustrations of all the lots in this auction can be found on our website at
 www.brianmoorhouse.com

This auction is presented in four sections: Section One (1-20) consists of an odd miscellaneous lot and a small 
group of literature; Section Two (21-533) consists of small folder size lots, Section Three (534-752) consists of 
large folder size or bulky lots and Section Four (753-760) are a few late lots.  Sections Two and Three are presented 
alphabetically in country order. Check each section carefully for your countries of interest and remember to mail, 
e-mail or fax your bid forms in early !  We always seem to receive two or three late forms !

Please note that we use Start Prices (SP) for this auction. These are minimum bid amounts. Bids for amounts less 
than the quoted Start Prices will be respectfully declined. Please note that there are no “Buyers Premium” charges 
added to the realisation amounts. Successful buyers pay the hammer price. The only add-on charges are for shipping 
and insurance if applicable

SECTION ONE – MISC. LOTS & LITERATURE

1 -  LATIN AMERICA mixed box with a variety of material incl. stamps, covers, proofs specimens and 
the like. Mostly from the Latin American areas but a few other things possible. Please inspect  ..SP £75

2 -  MISC. proof strip with three different oval machine tooled backgrounds, one similar to that used on 
Chile first issues. Ex Perkins Bacon archives  ..SP £30

3 -  ARGENTINA 1958 two-volume Kneitschel catalogue, hardbound. Fine condition  ..SP £30
4 -  ARGENTINA Catalogo de Sellos Postales de la Argentina by Samuel Klass publ. 1970 hardbound.  

A well produced alternative to the Kneitschel Catalogue. Fine condition  ..SP £20
5 -  ARGENTINA Corrientes by Louis Stich publ. 1957 softbound, very good condition  ..SP £20
6 -  ARGENTINA Sellos y Otros Valores Postales y Telegraficos Argentinos - Tomo I 1856-1939 publ. 1939 

by Antonio Deluca for the Argentine Post Office. Newly hardbound, fine condition. Scarce book  ..SP £50
7 -  ARGENTINA The Postage Stamps of Buenos Aires by FJ Peplow publ. 1925 softbound and un-numbered 

without inserted reprints but a good condition copy of a rarely offered book  ..SP £100
8 -  ARGENTINA Timbres de la Republique Argentine by JB Moens publ. 1882 hardbound, good condition. 

Scarce book  ..SP £30
9 -  BRAZIL Imperio Do Brazil 1843-1889 (Centenary Handbook) publ. 1943 by APS. Hardbound, English 

text, fine condition. Scarce  ..SP £30
10 -  BRAZIL Ojos de Buey 1843 (Bulls Eyes) by Luis Alemany publ. 2004, softbound, good condition  

..SP £20
11 -  CHILE Chile - First Issues of Postage Stamps 1853-1867 by Gerhard Blank publ. 1989, hardbound,  

good condition  ..SP £30
12 -  CHILE Die Postwertzeichen de Republik Chile by Kraus & Philippi publ. 1920, paper cover with faults 

but pages intact and mostly good condition. Scarce publication  ..SP £30
13 -  COLOMBIA Handbook of SCADTA Provisional Surcharges 1921-1923 by Cruz & Bortfeldt publ. 

2004, hardbound, fine condition  ..SP £30
14 -  COLOMBIA Historia Postal de las Tarifas de los Correos en Colombia by Carlos Valenzuela Acosta 

publ. 2002, hardbound,  fine condition  ..SP £30
15 -  COLOMBIA Notes on the Stamps of the Colombian States by Dr. Gene Scott publ. 1997, fastbound and 

very fine condition  ..SP £40
16 -  SALVADOR The Prestamp Period of El Salvador (1525-1866) by Gallegos & Hahn publ. 2015, 

hardbound, as new with dust cover  ..SP £30
17 -  CENTRAL AMERICA Prephilatelic Postmarks Central America by Leo J Harris publ. 1986 softbound 

good condition. Scarce  ..SP £20
18 -  AIRLINES Airlines of Latin America since 1919 by REG Davies publ. 1984 hardbound, good condition 

with original dust cover  ..SP £10
19 -  MARITIME La Poste Maritime Francaise by Raymond Salles Volumes III (South Atlantic) and IV 

(Central America) original printings good condition  ..SP £20
20 -  MARITIME South American Packets 1908-1880 by Rev JNT Howat publ. 1984 fastbound, good condition   

..SP £10
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SECTION TWO – SMALL FOLDER LOTS

ARGENTINA

21 - 1809 Colonial period entire letter from Buenos Aires (11 Feb) to (La) Coruña in Spain with straight line 
MONTEVIDEO in red (T&G2) and large “7 Rs” arrival rating. An interesting period following Napoleon’s 
detention of Ferdinand VII  ..SP £100

22 - 1834 entire letter from Buenos Aires to Cadiz with manuscript “F.Huth & Ca., London” and “Lasandue 
y Caubarrier de Oberon” forwarders endorsements, latter an island off New Rochelle in France, with 
OLERON-EN-BEARS cds and boxed PP alongside. Manuscript “6r” arrival rating. An unusual route   
..SP £40

23 - 1858 Confederation 15c with large figures horizontal strip x8 with margins at each end showing all 
8 types. Fine mint full o.g. (Jalil $300)  ..SP £65

24 - 1859 cover from Goya to Rosario with 1858 Confederation 5c red good margins tied by straight FRANCA 
(BM cert. 2006)  ..SP £50

25 - 1886 8c pse sent to Mercedes in Uruguay with fine boxed ESTAFa.FLUV./No.3 datestamp and framed 
TRANSITO/MERECEDES with cds alongside. Re-addressed on arrival  ..SP £20

26 - 1891 intact 6c + 6c reply card used from Buenos Aires to Belgium and then sent back from Belgium to 
Buenos Aires, 1c wrapper with added 3c Kidd issue to London and 1886 16c pse with added 3 x 5c sent 
regd. to Rome  ..SP £40

ARGENTINA - CORRIENTES

27 - 1856-80 small range of stamps including two fine UN REAL MC values with pen cancels, strip x3 yellow 
used, pair rose-lilac used with cds, blue tete-beche pair and several other singles, some reprints, odd forgery, 
etc. c44 stamps  ..SP £65

28 -  undated cover to Corrientes with fine 1860 UN REAL MC with value deleted by pen with manuscript 
cancel. also covers with 1860 blue and 1864 yellow stamps plus a fake cover with two different colours  
..SP £40

29 -  undated cover to Mercedes and readdressed to Goya with fine 1864 green tied by 16-bars cancel  ..SP £40
30 - 1867 (2c) black on yellow pen cancelled on cover datelined “Paladas Novre. 6” (sic) addressed to Buena 

Vista  ..SP £30

BOLIVIA

31 - 1849 cover to Arequipa with fine straight line PAZ in red and circa 1860 cover to Santa Cruz with fine 
fancy oval FRANCA/SUCRE in black  ..SP £20

32 - 1867 5c Condor original printing State C (65 subjects only) block x23 from the upper right side of the 
sheet (pos. 8-12 thru 56-60) less position 12 (which is a replacement stamp) and position 23 (which is 
the blank space). The first four stamps on the lower row (pos. 56-59) all show the letter “A” without the 
crossbar. Fine unused. Scarce multiple   ..SP £120

33 - 1867 5c deep lilac Condor with three plated copies (shades) all good to large margins, one with very 
small thin spot otherwise fine mint part o.g. (SG £600)  ..SP £120

34 - 1867-68 100c green Condor with three plated copies (shades) all good to large margins, one with faded 
manuscript cancel, one mint part o.g. and the other fine unused (SG £375+)  ..SP £90

35 - 1893 10c orange lithograph horizontal marginal pair imperforate between used on small piece  ..SP £20
36 - 1901 cover front from Avicaya to Oruro with bisected 1899 10c tied by fine illustrated “JOSE TOVAR/

Correista Ambulante” oval cancel  ..SP £30
37 - 1925 (August) set of three semi-official airmail opts on 50c orange in green (2) or in red for the first flights 

to Sucre, Oruro and La Paz respectively (San 1-3 $225) each with Sociedad Filatelic Argentina certificate  
..SP £50

38 - 1928 incoming and outgoing Doolittle flights to and from La Paz, latter signed by the pilot. Scarce thus  
..SP £40

39 - 1930 airmail surcharge and overprints (6) in regular inks fine mint part o.g. (Scott $459, SG £280). Also 
two covers with 1937 airmail surcharges  ..SP £50
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40 - 1930 airmail overprint in brown on Aviation School 10c mint part o.g. Elliott and Horn guarantee marks 
(Scott $2500, SG £800). Nice example  ..SP £120

41 - 1930 airmail overprint in red on Aviation School 50c mint part o.g. Sanabria, Kessler and Beltan guarantee 
marks (Scott $1000, SG £650). Good example  ..SP £100

42 - 1930 airmail overprint in violet metallic ink on Aviation School 15c in Block x4 fine mint o.g. (SG £380+)  
..SP £60

43 - 1930 group of three internal airmail covers showing boxed LAB cachets for Oruro, Cochabamba and 
Santa Cruz. Other cachets and cancels, one with imperf pair 1928 15c airmail  ..SP £40

44 - 1932 Chaco War build up: “Comando Quinta Division” corner card cover sent airmail from Puerto Suarez 
(January) to the Military Academy in La Paz  ..SP £20

45 - 1932-34 Chaco War period stampless cover from a Bolivian POW with censor markings plus a quantity 
of cut-out pieces with cancels all or mostly from the Bolivia side. Interesting lot. 1 cover and c45 pieces  
..SP £30

46 - 1932 LAB/Panagra return survey flight from La Paz (2 June) to Guayaquil stated to be previously 
unrecorded plus 1935 (1 June) signed first flight cover from FAM 9 from La Paz (1 June) to Guayaquil  
..SP £30

47 - 1932 LAB/Panagra return survey flight from La Paz (2 June) to Lima plus two 1934 LAB first flights 
with different cachets from La Paz to Arica in Chile  ..SP £30

48 - 1932 Zeppelin acceptance from Oruro to Latvia endorsed “por Avion via Robore, Puerto Suarez a 
Pernambuco / con el Graf Zeppelin a Friedrichshafen”. Also 1932 postcard acceptance  ..SP £30

49 - 1934 Chaco War: airmail cover to the Commander of the 3rd Army Corps at Ingavi addressed “via Robore” 
with pair 1933 15c tied by “CORREO MILITAR/Santa Cruz” cancel with censor label and handstamps 
on the reverse  ..SP £40

50 - 1935 LAB Condor airmail cover from Cochabamba (18 May) to England stated to be routed to Puerto 
Suarez  and Rio de Janeiro accepted on May 24 Zeppelin flight to DHL at Larache in Africa for onward 
transmission to Germany. Ex Schnell and noted by him as only recorded example  ..SP £30

51 - 1935 two FAM Route 9 first flight covers from La Paz with special cachets, one to Texas and the other 
to England. Also a copy of the unissued overprinted stamp that was prepared for this flight  ..SP £30

52 -  better oddments on small cards incl. couple of 10c brown Condors, 1909 20c block x4 inverted centre, 
1911 surcharge varieties incl. invtd., double, 5c in blue, CORREOS/1912 on 5c in black, 1928 15c on 20c 
invtd, 1916 10c invtd centres, 1930 airmails with silver overprint and 5c on 10c with blue surcharge (latter 
used), missing colour, imperf btwns, missing surcharge, etc. 41 stamps  ..SP £120

53 -  cover oddments with 2c psc with added 2 x 1897 1c to Budapest, stampless cover with 3 x oval 
TOLAPAMPA/FRANCA markings to USA with “T” and added US dues, 1935 Panagra first flight from 
La Paz to New York with cachet, etc. 5 items  ..SP £40

BRAZIL

54 - 1800 entire letter from San Sebastian (Sao Paulo) to Philadelphia with semi-circle style NEW YORK 
transit datestamp (5 Nov). Unusual  ..SP £40

55 - 1830’s-60’s small group of stampless maritime mail incl. items to USA, GB, France and Spain including 
various forwarding agents, endorsements, rates, an incoming cover from Germany, printed “market report”, 
etc. 10 items  ..SP £70

56 - 1844 entire letter from Laguna (Santa Catarina) to London sent via New York with, on the reverse, oval 
ROWLAND & ASPINWALL forwarding agents mark in red. Manuscript “1/-” rating and arrival cds  
..SP £40

57 - 1847-1865 group of four entire letters or cover sent via the British PO in Rio de Janeiro to Germany with 
various ship endorsements, rates and markings  ..SP £120

58 - 1847-49 two printed circulars both with additional letters sent to Baltimore, the first endorsed “Mulholland” 
with straight line SHIP, NEW-YORK cds and manuscript “77” rating and the other endorsed “Hyne” with 
New York “7 cts” arrival cds. Nice pair  ..SP £60

59 - 1849-52 three incoming covers to Rio de Janeiro incl. Switzerland via London, Leipzig via forwarding 
agent in Le Havre, and from Hamburg via London agent. Also internal cover from Rio Grande to Rio de 
Janeiro with uncancelled block x12 1850 10r with damaged corner resulting in total loss of one stamp  
..SP £50
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60 - 1856 entire letter from Antwerp to Rio Grande do Sul endorsed “per Steamer via Southampton” and 
1876 entire letter from Antwerp to Rio de Janeiro with added 1870 1F (affected by filing crease) sent via 
France  ..SP £60

61 - 1865 entire letter from Rio de Janeiro to Altona with “p. Douro” ship endorsement deleted and oval 
WEISZFLOG & CO/HAMBURG forwarding agents cachet applied. Entered in the mail from Hamburg 
to Altona  ..SP £40

62 - 1867 entire letter from Montevideo in Uruguay to New York with sender’s cachet and carried privately 
to Rio de Janeiro with fine boxed E.J.ALBERT & CIE/RIO DE JANEIRO forwarding agents cachet, Rio 
cds’s and circular “10” arrival rating. Also 1864 cover to Portugal with A.L.D’OLIVEIRA AZEVEDO/
PERNAMBUCO forwarding agent marking. Both ex Comelli  ..SP £60

63 - 1871 entire letter from Bahia to Bremen “pr.Amazone” with BRESIL/BORDEAUX paquebot datestamp, 
framed “F 42” accountancy mark and “18½” arrival rating  ..SP £50

64 - 1878-79 Dom Pedro range incl. 1878 10r mint block x8, 100r used block x4, 80r mint and used pairs 
plus other values to 700r and 1000r. Nice group  ..SP £100

65 - 1893 incoming cover from USA short paid with T mark and added 200r postage due, 1912 folded front 
short paid from USA with 3 x 100r dues plus 1937 short paid cover from London with added 600r due  
..SP £30

66 - 1918 cover from Pernambuco (18 May) to Stockholm detained with “P.W. 1627” POW censor label. 
“RELEASED BY THE/BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES handstamp and finally delivered post-war 
in August 1919  ..SP £30

67 - 1930-34 small group of Zeppelin covers and a front from various different flights all with special cachets 
/ cancels incl. one with 1930 Express Letter stamps and two with special Condor Zeppelin stamps for 
Round the World flight and for USA flight. 10 items  ..SP £60

68 - 1934 100r dark brown view cards “Ihla de Fernando Noronha” and “Aspectos de Nordeste” unused with 
couple of hinge marks on the reverse otherwise fine  ..SP £30

69 - 1934 100r dark brown view cards “Parana: Ponta Grossa” and “Ceara: Barragem do acude Quixada” 
unused with couple of hinge marks on the reverse otherwise fine  ..SP £30

70 - 1934 100r dark brown view cards “Sao Paulo: Parque Dom Pedro II” and “Rio Grande do Sul: Porto 
Alegre, Praca Argentina” unused, former with couple of hinge marks on the reverse otherwise fine  ..SP £30

71 - 1934 Cardinal Pacelli 700r blue first printing top marginal block x8 fine unused with top left stamp 
showing the “white triangle” variety (Meyer C-79 TQ). Scarce  ..SP £60

72 - 1944 two covers from Tijuca (Rio) to Dublin, Ireland each with two different censor tapes and both 
showing boxed bilingual RELEASED BY/CENSOR Irish markings in violet or in red  ..SP £40

73 - 1958 World Cup Football “Campeo do Mundo” photographic ppc showing the winning Brazilian team including 
Pele. (Brazil beat Sweden 5-2 in the final). Few tone spots on reverse otherwise fine and rarely seen  ..SP £30

CHILE

74 - 1834 most part entire letter with straight line ChILLAN and FRANCA and cover with straight line 
ChILLAN only both with manuscript “2” rating to Santiago  ..SP £40

75 - 1840 c. incoming cover to Santiago with straight line CABOTAJE, small size VALPARAISO, FRANCA 
and “1/2/3” rating handstamp all in red  ..SP £40

76 - 1852 entire letter with fine straight line CONCEPCION marking in red with manuscript “2” rating plus 
earlier undated cover with CONCEPCION/DE CHILE marking in red and manuscript “1” rating both sent 
to Santiago  ..SP £40

77 - 1853 cover with contents from Santiago (31 January) to Lima with fine oval SANTIAGO/DE CHILE 
and straight line FRANCA in red endorsed “Vapor Ingles” with unframed “VAPOR QUITO/P” PSNC ship 
cancel in black. Framed VAPOR arrival backstamp in blue  ..SP £50

78 - 1854 cover from Santiago (21 May) to Valparaiso with vertically bisected 1853 First London tied by 
partially doubled target cancel with cds alongside  ..SP £100

79 -  two covers with 1854 5c lithograph frankings (shades), one with a single from Santiago to Valparaiso 
and the other with a pair from Valparaiso to Santiago. cut into and touched in places but scarce frankings  
..SP £150

80 -  small fragment with two diagonally bisected 10c blue Desmadryls (from different stamps) well tied by 
target. Unusual   ..SP £30
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81 -  cover oddments incl. 5c Desmadryl franking and a couple of 10c bisects, etc. 4 covers  ..SP £40
82 - 1856-60 Santiago print 10c blue (shades) single and pair both with good to large margins f.u. Very nice 

copies  ..SP £30
83 -  small range of 5c and 10c imperforates including incl. half-a-dozen pairs, two strips x3, a strip x5 and 

several singles. Various printings some touched in places but many good margins and all f.u. 33 stamps  
..SP £120

84 -  cover to Santiago with bisected 1856-60 10c blue tied  by target with fine straight line SANTA ROSA 
alongside  ..SP £40

85 - 1858 entire letter from Valparaiso to Lima with, on arrival, circular “anchor” agent marking CAPITANIA 
DEL PUERTO/CALLAO in blue, Callao arrival cds and CALLAO dotted oval cancel. Unusual   ..SP £30

86 - 1859 and 1861 10c bisect covers both to Santiago with fine straight line CURICO markings plus an 
additional 1860 5c cover to San Bernardo with the same marking  ..SP £50

87 - 1860-66 c. range of classic covers incl. 1865 5c cover with unframed “10” due marking, 1866 cover with 
two pairs 5c, single 5c and single 10c frankings to Valparaiso plus 1865 cover with single 5c and strip x3 
10c. Also couple of other items that need checking. 7 items  ..SP £100

88 - 1862 20c green horizontal strip x5 just touched at a couple of points otherwise mostly clear to good 
margins used with bank cancels. Attractive  ..SP £30

89 - 1862 20c small group of Hahn reprints with 8 blocks x4 showing half-a-dozen different colours or shades  
..SP £20

90 - 1862-66 entire letter and an official cover both from Valparaiso to Lima, the first with horizontal strip x3 
10c to pay a double rate (2 x 5c Chilean rate plus 2 x 10c PSNC rate) and the other with an oval FRANCA 
in red to pay the Chilean rate and single 10c to pay the PSNC rate  ..SP £100

91 - 1867 cover to Lorena with single 1866 5c red good margins all round tied by oval CANCELLED with 
PTO.DE COQUIMBO cds alongside  ..SP £30

92 - 1871 cover front from Valparaiso to South Wales with GB 1/- green plate 4 tied by barred oval “C30” 
duplex endorsed “pr. Coquimbo” with PAID/LIVERPOOL.BR.PACKET cds alongside  ..SP £50

93 - 1879 cover to Santiago with 1877 5c tied by PARDONES/EST cancel with horseshoe arrival backstamp  
..SP £50

94 - 1887 5c stationery envelope sent from Parral with fine single ring cds to Chillan with arrival cds on 
reverse with fine “No reclamada” marking. Scarce  ..SP £30

95 -  Juan Fernandez Island: “proof” strikes of the oval MULTADA/ISLA DE JUAN FERNANDEZ 4c, 6c, 
8c, 10c and 20c postage due handstamps  ..SP £20

96 -  Juan Fernandez Island: “proof” strike pairs of the oval MULTADA/ISLA DE JUAN FERNANDEZ 4c, 
6c, 8c, 10c and 20c postage due handstamps  ..SP £30

97 - 1891-1926 range of covers and one front with postal fiscal usages and one with a telegraph usage, incl. 
a short paid cover with 6 x 2c fiscals to USA with added 4 x 1c postage dues, Unaccepted 50 c fiscal with 
T markings, etc. interesting group. 9 items  ..SP £50

98 - 1892 1p black and brown top value vertical pair imperforate horizontally fine mint o.g. (SG £95)  ..SP £30
99 - 1892 two postal stationery cards with the “train” vignette at the upper left corner on a blue-green and a 

yellow-buff card respectively. Few odd marks as usual with these cards otherwise fine unused  ..SP £40
100 - 1894 unpaid cover from Santiago to Valparaiso with cds and oval SANTIAGO/30Cs/MULTADA and added 

1894 30c postage due on yellow paper. Odd small faults with cover fold clear of the stamp.  Scarce  ..SP £50
101 - 1898 1c stationery postcard sent from Concepcion to Valdivia with printed advertisements from four 

different companies on the reverse side. Rare  ..SP £60
102 -  small group of 1910 Centenary issues on covers and cards with various values lower values. 6 items  

..SP £30
103 - 1915-27 Presidentes 4c (Toro Z) imperf plate proof block x4 and 5c (Cochrane) marginal proof block x4 

with the stamps perforated through the centre  ..SP £30
104 - 1929 airmail cover from Santiago to Sweden with CGA Buenos Aires transit (25 May) endorsed “by Night 

air mail London-Amsterdam-Hamburg-Malmo”. Interesting item  ..SP £30
105 - 1929 cover from Santiago to Germany franked with 1928 30c with CORREO AEREO overprint plus 

10p with CORREO AEREO overprint in blue. Buenos Aires CGA transit backstamps (15 Jun). The rate 
was 20c up to 20 gms regular postage plus 3 x 3p20 per 5 gms airmail postage = 10p30 postage paid.  
This 10p is scarce on cover  ..SP £30
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106 - 1929-33 small attractive group of five covers with airmail overprints incl. 1929 (Jan 10) cover with 
Buenos Aires CGA cds, cover to Berlin with 7 x 10p as part of a 71p90 franking, a perfin franking, special 
rate New Year card, etc. 5 items  ..SP £50

107 - 1930-32 airmail covers from Chile to Istanbul, El Salvador, Norway and Canada with the latter being on 
onward destination from a first flight  ..SP £30

108 - 1951 Easter Island: first experimental flight by Royal Australian Air Force to Sydney from the Air Base 
at Quintero (4 Apr) with special transit cachets from the Tuamotu and Gambier Islands. This flight also 
went via Easter Island and this was only the second flight from Chile to the island. Also four later Easter 
Island items incl. 1965 and 1967 flights  ..SP £60

109 -  cover oddments including two 1899 regd. covers to Germany, one with horseshoe AR marking, official PO 
cover with imprinted train logo on the flap, Peruvian stationery viewcard with added Chile stamps sent to 
Belgium, 1929 regd. Presidente cover to Constantinople, 1909 cover with ESTACION LOZIER cds, 1921 
cover with CHIGUAYANTE cds, etc. Also a mixed group of 1867 5c and 10c frankings, 22 items  ..SP £60

110 -  Juan Fernandez Island: oddments with six covers from 1931 to modern period with JUAN FERNANDEZ 
cancels, unused ppc, etc.   ..SP £30

111 -  postal stationery oddments with used official postcard, three parcel cards, two used with added stamp 
and couple of reply coupons, 8 items  ..SP £50

112 -  postal stationery with privately printed corner cards incl. postcard, lettercard, regd. envelope and two 
regular envelopes, one used to Russia, Attractive group. 5 items  ..SP £50

COLOMBIA

113 - 1826 entire letter to Guayaquil with large oval REPUB.DE COLOMBIA/RIONEGRO/DEBE marking 
in red with manuscript “4” rating. Cover illustrated in Colombia Postal History Catalogue   ..SP £20

114 - 1827 (archive date) cover to Guayaquil with oval REPUB.DE COLOMB./POPAYAN/DEBE in red and 
manuscript “4” rating plus 1837 (archive date) cover to Bogota with oval POPAYAN/FRANCA marking 
in red with REPUB.DE COLOMB. portion removed with manuscript “2” rating. Former cover illustrated 
in Colombia Postal History Catalogue and rated R  ..SP £30

115 - 1827-36 c. range of covers with oval REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA ovals in red including PALMYRA, 
BARBACOAS, PALMYRA and QUIBDO FRANCA markings and BUGA, SONSON and QUIBO DEBE 
markings all in red. 7 covers, six of which are illustrated in Colombia Postal History Catalogue and five 
of which are rated R. The SONSON marking is unrecorded in red  ..SP £60

116 - 1830 c. cover to Popayan endorsed “de oficio” with large oval REPUB.DE COLONBIA (reversed “N”) 
in black. Cover illustrated in Colombia Postal History Catalogue and rated R  ..SP £30

117 - 1830 c. cover to Rionegro with large oval REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA/HONDA/DEBE in red and 
handstruck “2” rating plus 1839 (archive date) cover to Bpgota with oval HONDA/FRANCA marking 
in red with REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA portion removed with manuscript “1” rating. Former cover 
illustrated in Colombia Postal History Catalogue and rated R  ..SP £30

118 - 1833 entire letter to Bogota with large oval REPUB.DE COLOMBIA/STA.MARTA/FRANCA marking 
in red with manuscript “3” rating  ..SP £30

119 - 1836 entire letter to Medellin endorsed “Servicio de oficio” with oval NECHI/FRANCA marking in 
black. Scarce. Cover illustrated in Colombia Postal History Catalogue and rated RR  ..SP £30

120 - 1845 entire letter from Santa Marta to London with KINGSTON/JAMAICA  transit backstamp, “1/-” 
rating and London arrival, 1846 similar cover but with SANTA-MARTHA British PO backstamp and “2/3” 
rating, 1859 entire from Bogota to Hamburg without markings and  1855 entire from Bogota to New York 
with handstamped “15” and, on reverse, “25” sobreporte rate. 4 items  ..SP £40

121 - 1850’s c. nice group of prestamp covers with mostly good to fine markings from Cartagena, Bogota, 
Buga, Honda, Medellin, Neiva, Mompos, Cali, Barranquilla, Buenaventura, Popayan and Santamarta with 
various rate markings, a light DE ULTRAMAR, etc. 17 covers  ..SP £160

122 - 1857 entire letter from Cartagena (Druce Echart Co.) to New York with RAMON LEON SANCHEZ/
CARTAGENA and CJ FOX/ASPINWALL forwarding agent cachets. STEAMSHIP/10 arrival  ..SP £40

123 - 1861 New Granada 2½c black clear margins all round fine unused. A rare stamp in unused condition. 
Bortfeldt cert. (SG £1300 - Scott $1450)  ..SP £150

124 - 1861 New Granada 5c yellow good margins all round fine unused. Bortfeldt cert. (SG £400 - Scott $350)  
..SP £100
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125 - 1861 New Granada 10c blue showing constant variety “NACiONALES” (lower case i) with frame line 
cut at lower right otherwise good margins all round f.u. oval HONDA/FRANCA cancel in blue. Bortfeldt 
cert. (SG £200+ - Scott $175+)  ..SP £50

126 - 1861 New Granada 20c red good margins all round fine mint part o.g. Bortfeldt cert. (SG £180 - Scott 
$500)  ..SP £100

127 - 1861 New Granada 1p rose good margins all round with small nick at right margin otherwise f.u. part 
IBAGUE/FRANCA cancel in red. Bortfeldt cert. (SG £350 - Scott $375)  ..SP £60

128 - 1862 20c red just touched or cut in places and with slightly truncated lower right corner but mostly clear 
margins fine unused without gum. This 20c is the rarest regularly issued stamp in unused condition in 
Colombian philately. Mounted on backing paper to enhance appearance. Bortfeldt cert. (SG 17 £4,250 / 
Scott 20 $4,500)  ..SP £750

129 - 1862 20c and 50c Shroeder die proof collotype forgeries laid out in strips x3. Also the 1865 Sobreporte 
25c and 1p values. 12 “proofs”  ..SP £40

130 - 1862 1p lilac Sperati forgery die proof signed in pencil with handstamp on the reverse. Uncommon  
..SP £20

131 - 1865 2½c black on lilac triangular Carrier stamp marginal block x8 fine unused and strip x5 used with 
pen cancels both showing sideways cliché varieties, one with stamp turned left and the other with the stamp 
turned right. Scarce (SG £200+ as single stamps)  ..SP £75

132 - 1865 2½c black on lilac triangular Carrier stamp mint single plus single used on piece with 1865 50c 
with PASTO/FRANCA cancels and single used on piece with 1866 10c with IBAGUE straight line and 
manuscript cancels. Scarce  ..SP £40

133 - 1866 10p black on vermilion horizontal pair f.u. with manuscript “ed” of Medellin. Rare multiple 
(SG £380+)  ..SP £150

134 - 1868 50c cubierta with painted flags used from Bogota to Paris with LIGNE A/PAQ.FR.No.3 cds (4 Aug) 
and PARIS arrival cds (24 Aug). Small faults but an attractive and rare overseas usage  ..SP £30

135 - 1868 stampless “Oficial” cover with SANTANDER/DE/OFICIO marking in blue sent to Lima with 
“Free” endorsement and British P.O. PANAMA and CALLAO transit cds’s  ..SP £40

136 - 1869-71 four entire letters with 1868 109c frankings (shades) sent to Bogota or Facatativa with 
MEDELLIN/DE/OFICIO, MEDELLIN/DEBE or MEDELLIN/FRANCA ovals cancels in red plus an 
additional example of the latter cancel in blue. Some odd faults but an attractive and uncommon group  
..SP £120

137 - 1875 two entire letters to Bogota with 1874 10c frankings showing the violet and mauve shades tied by 
oval MEDELLIN cancels in red  ..SP £60

138 - 1888 cover with 1883 20c used with 1886 (Republica de Colombia) 10c tied by oval BOGOTA cancel 
sent to Davos, Switzerland. Backstamps include BARRANQUILLA/TRANSITO cds. Basel cert.   ..SP £30

139 - 1892 5c “Fluvial” envelope sent to Bogota and cancelled on arrival (12 Jun) plus later 2c “Ferreo” 
envelope (approx 157 x 89) with flap missing with added 1c and 2c sent from Bogota to USA  ..SP £30

140 - 1894 group of 6 Telegraph cards including some scarce with 10c, 20c, 50c, 60c, 90c and 1 peso values 
all mint. Uncommon group  ..SP £60

141 -  small group of covers with 1904, 1908 and odd later numeral issues incl. couple of maritime items, 
cover to UK and USA with added postage dues, latter with 3 x 2c, one bisected, with manuscript “Andes” 
cancels, Censor cover with boxed RELEASED BY THE/BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES, SAN 
PEDRO and GALAN boxed cancels, etc. 10 items  ..SP £30

142 - 1919 piece from Zambrano with 1917 10c with manuscript “R” registration overprint and 1923 Scadta 
20c from Nieva with manuscript “R” registration overprint. Also couple of loose stamps with railway 
cancels  ..SP £20

143 -  1920’s-30’s range of covers all franked with Perfin stamps plus a group of loose stamps with Perfins. 
12 covers and 18 stamps. Uncommon group  ..SP £30

144 - 1920 two different CCNA Curtis labels showing plane taking off and plane over yacht. These two designs 
were not surcharge for postal use  ..SP £30

145 -  local cover with folds addressed to The Tropical Oil Co. in Barranca-Bermeja with 1917 4c registration stamp 
tied by boxed datestamps (5 Apr ‘22). Also die proof of the same stamp. A rare stamp on cover  ..SP £100

146 - 1925 Autobuses de Boyaca: stampless cover from Sogamoso to Bogota with straight line “De (S)ervico” 
and circular AUTOBUSES DE BOYACA/AGENCIA/DE/BOGOTA cds  ..SP £20
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147 - 1927 Expresso Colombiano: trimmed cover from Cali to Bogota with Ribon 3 x $006  provisionals plus 
3 x National 4c tied by large oval EXPRESSO COLOMBIANO DEL PACIFICO datestamps  ..SP £50

148 - 1930 c. attractive multi-colour Scadta Baggage label, sheet x20 Scadta airmail labels, two Avianca stick-on 
labels and one tie-on label. Attractive group  ..SP £20

149 - 1932 1c and 20c provisional surcharges with three covers showing multiple 1c frankings incl. airmail 
and Paquebot items plus single 20c usage on a regd. cover. Also copy of the 20c on 30c with surcharge 
inverted f.u.  ..SP £20

150 - 1932 Compania de Transportes Terrestres: cover from Tunja to England with, on the reverse, 1931 5c 
violet carrier issue tied by boxed ‘BUSEXPRESO/AGEBCIA DE TUNJA” datestamp. 5c and 3 x 1c on 
4c National issues plus 30c airmail stamp with latter tied by BOGOTA cds. A scarce cover  ..SP £40

151 - 1932 Conducto Ribon carrier cover with 12c, 18c and 24c values plus National issues sent airmail from 
Cali to Brazil to connect with the return of the 8th South American Zeppelin flight back to Germany. 
Friedrichshafen arrival backstamp (19 Oct)  ..SP £40

152 - 1932 ppc (Dornier Do.X) with added Scadta 10c and Toban Express 6c “Train” sent from Cali on first 
Coast to Coast flight addressed to Bogota. Also unused copy (scarce) of the 6c Toban stamp  ..SP £30

153 - 1932-47 three incoming covers to Cali or Bogota from New York or London (2) underpaid with “T” 
markings and with added definitive issues used as postage dues on arrival  ..SP £30

154 - 1937-42 small group of five covers from Ecuador, Uruguay and Colombia (3) all with good US POSTAL 
AGENCY backstamps, one from Barranquilla and the balance from Cali. Attractive group  ..SP £40

155 - 1946 airmail cover from Bogota to Liverpool, England with CORREO AEREO/TRANSOCEANICO 
HANDSTAMPS and, on reverse, large PRIMER VUELO INTERCONTINENTAL “map” cachet  ..SP £20

156 -  airmail oddments incl. two covers with first issue Lansa stamps, two covers with mixed Avianca and 
Lansa frankings, a 3p Lansa franking and a trio of different first day covers. 8 items  ..SP £30

157 -  cover oddments incl. 1859 prestamps with fine MEDELLIN/FRANCA in blue, 1896 and 1902 “No hai 
estampillas” items, 1925 Colombian Steamship Co. oval datestamp, 1930 Bolivar 4c bisect cover, couple 
of censors, couple of TARDE markings, etc. 18 items  ..SP £45

158 -  oddments with 1870’s bisect piece with oval DE OFICIO/BOGOTA cancel, Tolima 1886 2p violet 
marginal pair, one stamp with blank value tablets, three fine unused Scadta stationery items, 1932 Expresso 
Toban “Train” on postcard plus 1p Telegraph cubierta  ..SP £50

159 -  small array of covers and few fronts all with “L” Lansa frankings incl. first issues, some Lansa cachets, 
other auxiliary markings, couple of mixed “A” and “L” frankings, Odd high values, etc. 21 items  ..SP £40

160 -  small group of covers with additional labels incl. 1943 Avianca 2c, 1927 Cali 1c, Barranquilla 2c, 1935 
Eucharistic Congress, Anti TB, 1950 Ibague lottery, etc. 10 items  ..SP £24

161 -  stationery oddments with 1888 2c psc to Paraguay via Panama and Valparaiso, 1902 2c psc to 
Constantinople, used 5c Fluvial envelope, 2c psc with added 1c from Panama, 3c pse with Correo Urbano 
marking, couple of DE OFICIO (specimens), 20c telegraph card, etc. 13 items  ..SP £50

COLOMBIA - SCADTA

162 - 1921 Scadta 15c, 20c and 50c values imperf lower right corner copies fine unhinged mint (San $200)  
..SP £30

163 - 1923 covers franked with 1923 30c on 60c orange (29 Oct) and 30c on 20c grey (13 Oct) respectively 
plus nice used pair 1923 30c on 20c grey with Barranquilla cds (15 Oct)  ..SP £30

164 -  “PE” Consular handstamps on 1923 5c to 2p values plus 20c regn. stamp (10 stamps) all f.u. (SG £400+)  
..SP £40

165 - 1924 Scadta cover (missing flap) to Barranquilla with fine EL BANCO cds in red plus 1931 cover to 
USA with Scadta 1929 50c and 5c National issue with PORTE AEREO MANCOMUN/INSUFICIENTE 
marking  ..SP £20

Full or representative illustrations of all the lots in this auction can be found on our website at
 www.brianmoorhouse.com
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166 - 1925-32 cover oddments including FACATAVIA cancel, 1929 15c on National stationery card, slightly 
trimmed cover with 1929 30c and same stamps with CORREO AEREO overprints, Official frank in lieu 
of National issue, first flight, etc. 7 items  ..SP £30

167 - 1925-29 group of four covers all to Switzerland with different style boxed Swiss Agency cachets on the 
reverse. Also 5 stamps with “S” Consular overprints  ..SP £30

168 - 1926-27 three used 10c Scadta stationery cards with internal usage from Medellin to Bogota, from Bogota 
to France and incoming usage to Bogota from Barnard Wilson in Monterrey, Mexico with added 4 x 1c 
Mexican stamps   ..SP £30

169 - 1927 covers to Italy and USA showing Agency cachets on the reverse for Rome and for Chicago & Boston  
..SP £20

170 - 1927 regd. cover front with German meter mark plus 3 x 1923 10c and 20c regn. stamp with “A” overprints. 
Also large piece with 50c, pair 2p and 20c regn. stamp with “EU” overprints  ..SP £30

171 - 1928 corner card cover sent from Belgium with Belgian stamp plus Scadta 15c with “B” overprint both 
cancelled in Antwerp to Medellin with Barranquilla transit cds’s. Attractive   ..SP £30

172 - 1928 Scadta first International flight from Barranquilla to Guayaquil, 1929 first flight acceptance from 
Medellin to Canal Zone addressed on to New Jersey, USA plus 1932 first flight from Rio Magdalena to 
the Pacific all with special cachets plus couple of other items. 6 covers  ..SP £40

173 - 1928 unusual legal size regd. cover with some faults from the Colombian Legation in Mexico to Bogota 
with single 1923 Scadta 30c with handstamped small “M” tied by arrival cds. An interesting item. Offered 
on an “as is” basis  ..SP £50

174 - 1929 first flight covers from Bogota to Buga and from Buga to Bogota both with special cachets (Muller 
2250 points)  ..SP £30

175 - 1929 first flights from Bogota to Girardot, Bogota to Cali and from Bogota to Ibague all with special 
cachets (Muller 2050 points)  ..SP £50

176 - 1929-30 three covers to USA with Scadta and Canal Zone combination frankings, one with CZ 25c value 
and boxed “Conducto/Pan American Airways” handstamp. All fine   ..SP £20

177 - 1930 SCADTA “aerogiro” form for a 10p payment sent to Medellin with 1929 60c tied by EL BANCO 
cds and, on the reverse, a National issue 2c fiscal stamp  ..SP £40

178 - 1930 two covers from USA to Bogota with US and 1929 Gold Currency 25c general Scadta issue 
combination frankings showing ARPARTADO 1 and APARATADO 2 transit box markings respectively, 
former also with “Insufficient Postage for Dis-/patch via Brownsville, Texas” marking  ..SP £40

179 - 1931 first flight cover from Bogota to USA with special cachet addressed on to Hamburg in Germany. 
Also 1932 first flights from Bogota to Buenaventura and from Cali to Barranquilla both with special cachets 
(Muller 1550 points)  ..SP £30

180 - 1932 two airmail covers showing nice examples of Scadta cancels from ISTMINA and LA DORADA. 
Uncommon origins  ..SP £30

COLOMBIAN STATES

181 -  ANTIOQUIA 1869 10c pale lilac lower right horizontal corner pair good margins fine unused. A rare 
stamp in a multiple  ..SP £50

182 -  ANTIOQUIA 1873 5p black on rose top value good margins fine mint. Nice copy (SG £90)  ..SP £30
183 -  ANTIOQUIA 1875-83 range of mostly mint 1c values in various colours from the four stones incl. used 

example from Stone A on green coloured through paper. Rare. 7 stamps  ..SP £40
184 -  ANTIOQUIA 1879-83 5c green (shades) with three copies on pelure paper, laid paper and wove paper 

all good margins f.u. manuscript Titirbi, Pensilvania and Santo Domingo cancels respectively. Scarce 
(SG £160+)  ..SP £50

185 -  ANTIOQUIA 1882 10c violet on horizontally laid paper good margins f.u. manuscript Aguadas cancel. 
Fine copy of a scarce stamp (SG £85)  ..SP £30

186 -  ANTIOQUIA 1883 2½c green on vertically laid paper margins all round f.u. manuscript cancel (SG £75)  
..SP £20

187 -  ANTIOQUIA 1885 20c blue on laid paper horizontal pair and single all good margins fine unused. 
Multiple of this stamp are rare  ..SP £50

188 -  ANTIOQUIA 1885 20c blue on wove paper good margins used oval  Medellin cancel in violet. The wove 
paper variety is rare  ..SP £50
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189 -  ANTIOQUIA 1886-88 small group of mint multiples with five pairs, a strip x3 and the 1p yellow on 
blue-green block x4. Scarce group. Any multiples of these issues are uncommon  ..SP £50

190 -  ANTIOQUIA 1889 50c brown se-tenant pair with 20c brown (colour error - SG 79a £130+) fine unused  
..SP £40

191 -  BOLIVAR 1879 40c registration imperf block x4 printed on both sides plus 1880 40c registration imperf 
pair also printed both sides with 20c green on the reverse  ..SP £20

192 -  TOLIMA 1870 small group of five first issues mostly mint though one used with manuscript “Guamo” 
cancel, different papers and settings (stc Scott $550)  ..SP £60

193 -  TOLIMA oddments with 1888 20c proof pair in black, 1886 perforated 20c proof in black, 1886 10c 
marginal block x6 incl. 5c cliché error and perf and imperf 1903 5p tete-beche pairs, former used0  ..SP £40

COSTA RICA

194 - 1810 c. Colonial period folded cover front to Guatemala with fine boxed “Franqueado/en Cartago” with 
“16rl” rating in manuscript alongside  ..SP £30

195 - 1810 c. cover front to San Jose with fine boxed GUANACASTE in brown ink  ..SP £30
196 - 1810 c. undated small folded cover to Guanacaste with straight line “San Jose” in red. Also cover fronts 

to Guatemala and Nicaragua with the same marking  ..SP £30
197 - 1812 (1 Jan) entire letter to San Jose (Villa Neuva) with framed BAGACES marking in black. Scarce.   

..SP £50
198 - 1820 (20 Feb) entire letter to San Jose with fine framed NICOYA marking in brownish ink. Scarce  

..SP £75
199 - 1842 c. entire letter with impressed President’s seal dated “Mayo 13” without year date but signed 

“Francisco” addressed to Jesus Jiminez in Cartago but seemingly written to his son and mentioning cholera 
with framed S.JOSE in black. Francisco Morazan was President of Costa Rica from April to September 
1842. He was deposed by an uprising and executed on 15 September 1842   ..SP £250

200 - 1844 c. undated cover with framed S.JOSE marking in black addressed to “Al Senor Don Francisco Maria 
Oreamuno / Vice President de la Republica” in Cartago. Oreamuno was Vice President 1843-44 and briefly 
held the Presidency from November to December 1844 before being deposed in a coup d’état  ..SP £55

201 - 1844 printed post office document used for sending mail to Heredia showing two items in the De Oficio 
column and two in the Impressos column. Dated with framed S.JOSE marking  ..SP £30

202 - 1845 (October) hand written postal document datelined in Moin used for sending several different items 
and categories of mail to Cartago with framed COMAND./DEL/NORTE marking  ..SP £30

203 - 1848 entire letter with fine framed S.JOSE marking in black addressed to Jose Maria Castro in Punta 
Arenas and signed by Juan Rafael Mora. Mora became President of Costa Rica in 1849 while Castro was 
President from 1847-1849   ..SP £75

204 - 1850 c. undated folded cover addressed “Heredia o San Jose” with framed PUNTA/DE/ARENAS marking 
in black  ..SP £50

205 - 1851 entire letter to Guanacaste with framed ADMON./DE/TABACOS cachet and circular SAN JOSE 
marking  ..SP £50

206 -  first issue ½r and 2r values f.u. boxed datestamps “11 MAY 81” and “12 MAY 81” both with “1” of “81” 
inverted. Also two ½r f.u. boxed datestamps “13 MAY 18” and “14 MAY 18” (the following two days) 
with complete year date inverted  ..SP £20

207 -  first issue ½r blue second plate diagonally bisected and used on small piece tied by boxed datestamp 
“1 NOV 76”. Rare. Two of the known bisect covers date from the 1876-77 period   ..SP £30

208 -  first issue ½r blue two pairs, 2r red pair and 4r green pair all f.u. good legible boxed datestamp cancels. 
Used multiples are scarce  ..SP £30

209 -  first issue ½r, 2r and 4r values (7) all used with boxed datestamps showing “DIC” inverted from 10-27 
December 1880 period  ..SP £20

210 -  first issue 2r red f.u. showing boxed date error “7 FEo 73”. Also examples of an “ENo 73” and “9 FEB 73” 
showing that the month error was in use for 7 or 8 days only  ..SP £20

211 -  first issue 2r, 4r and 1p values (4) all used with boxed datestamps showing “JUN” inverted from 12-14 
June 1880 period. Also 4r “11 JUN” and 2r “24 JUN” cancels with dates normal   ..SP £20

212 - 1863 c. trio of covers with 1863 ½r blue frankings, two to San Jose and one to Cartago all with damaged 
stamps due to insects  ..SP £50
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213 - 1872 entire letter from Punta Arenas to San Jose with dated sender’s cachet and added 1863 ½ r blue tied 
by oval cancel  ..SP £120

214 - 1877 printed post office money order document used with fine oval ADMON.DE CORREOS/LIBERIA 
marking for a 10 pesos payment  ..SP £30

215 - 1878 ADMINISTRACION DE CORREOS printed form used in Cartago with fine oval ADMON.DE 
CORREOS/CARTAGO marking for sending correspondence to Limon  ..SP £30

216 - 1887 small vignette die of Bernardo Soto numbered C-116 mounted on card ex ABN Co, archives  ..SP £40
217 - 1889 Soto 1c brown vertical pair imperforate between fine mint most part o.g. (SG £120)  ..SP £50
218 - 1889 Soto 2c dark green horizontal pair imperforate between fine mint most part o.g. (SG £100)  ..SP £40
219 - 1889 Soto 20c green vertical pair imperforate horizontally fine mint most part o.g. (SG £160)  ..SP £65
220 - 1889 Soto 5p and 10p top values in marginal blocks x6 all with punched holes. Ex Waterlow archives  

..SP £50
221 - 1890 cover from Limon to USA with pair 1889 Soto 5c and 1892 cover from San Jose to USA with single 

1889 Soto 10c. Nice pair  ..SP £60
222 - 1896 10c “arms” envelope sent registered from San Jose with, on the reverse, 1892 1c, pair 2c and 5c 

addressed to Montserrat in the Caribbean and re-addressed to Antigua with arrival backstamp. A rare 
destination. Also an example of the same envelope sent to Switzerland, re-addressed first to Germany and 
then to Mexico with transit and arrival backstamps  ..SP £65

223 - 1898 regd. AR cover from San Jose to Paris with 1892 Arms 5c, 10c and 20c to pay a double rate. Added 
New York EXCHANGE regn. label  ..SP £40

224 - 1901-1905 small batch of covers showing single value frankings with 1c drop letter, 2c printed rate to 
USA, 5c internal, 10c foreign and 2 x 20c covers, one a double foreign rate and the other a regd. foreign 
rate. 6 items  ..SP £75

225 - 1902-07 nice group of 20 ppc’s all used with added stamps showing 2c. 3c, 4c and 5c frankings. Mostly 
different views incl. couple with railway themes and all in fine condition. Port Limon cancel noted and a 
usage to Bocas del Toro  ..SP £100

226 - 1903 regd. cover from San Jose to Mexico City with 1901 5c, 10c and pair 20c endorsed “via Mobile” 
with added “MOBILE,ALA” and “LAREDO,TEX” US registry labels. Scarce  ..SP £160

227 - 1904 regd. cover from Limon to Boston with single 1901 50c tied by target with cds alongside (23 March). 
New York transit and arrival backstamps. A scarce single franking  ..SP £150

228 - 1907 5c mint block x4, imperf plate proof block x4 plus additional marginal part imprint proof blocks 
x4 with mirror impressions in issued colours and in unissued black and blue. Scarce  ..SP £80

229 - 1923 Pan-American Congress 1 Col top value sunken die proof in issued olive-green colour (150 x 120)  
..SP £24

230 - 1930’s three items of photographic artwork for different portrait vignettes incl. one for Vicque  ..SP £30
231 - 1937 Plane over Mt. Poas master die proof without values in green, the set of three die proofs in issued 

colours plus an additional 3c value in unissued vermilion shade. 5 sunken die proofs (c. 150 x 100)  ..SP £100
232 - 1941 Football 5c yellow-green with flags omitted fine mint most part o.g. (SG £120)  ..SP £40
233 - 1944 Founding of San Ramon: regular mail 5c to 50c sunken die proofs in issued colours with additional 

master die proof without a value inserted. Also 15c to 10p airmails sunken die proofs. Fine group. 15 sunken 
dies (c. 150 x 100)  ..SP £320

234 - 1950 2nd Anniv, of National Liberation 15c, 35c, 55c and 80c in unissued colours with Waterlow specimen 
overprints  ..SP £30

235 - 1974 25th Anniv. of Electrical Institute set of five progressive proofs se-tenant in a pair and a strip x3 
showing colour register and other details. Attractive  ..SP £50

236 -  cover oddments incl. few prestamps, couple of cancels, two used 5c first stationery envelopes, 1940 
cover with added 20c postage due, Pineapple wrapper, cover from USA to Transjordan with missent to 
Costa Rica handstamp, couple of ppc’s, etc. 20 items   ..SP £100
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CUBA

237 - 1824 and 1827 entire letters from Havana to London showing stepped GRAVESEND/SHIP LETTER 
and DARTMOUTH/SHIP LETTER markings respectively  ..SP £50

238 - 1850 entire letter from Havana to Portland with unframed STEAM/SHIP and circular “12½” rating plus 
1856 printed trade report from Havana to New York with fine circular NEW YORK/2 arrival rating  ..SP £30

239 - 1928 Lindbergh flight to Key West plus 1931 first flight from Cuba to British Guiana. Only 35 flown  
..SP £20

240 - 1943 c. cover from Holguin to USA with 3c tied by fine HOLGUIN Y CACOCUM/AMBU. cds duplex. 
Censor label with handstamp on the reverse  ..SP £50

241 -  batch of used pictorial postal stationery envelopes (all different)and one aerogram from the 1970-89’s 
period all used with added stamps and mostly addressed to the European Eastern Block. This was mail 
from exchange University students in Cuba. 22 items  ..SP £60

242 -  cover oddments incl. 1903 with SANTO CRISTOBAL DE LA SALUD cds, 1911 registered, 1916 with 
Military Station No.8 cancels, four 2c psc’s with perforated “1” surcharges, two with added stamps and 
1935 airmail with three pilot signatures on reverse. 8 items  ..SP £40

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

243 - 1842 cover to the Wesleyan Missions in London with “Porte Plate 9 Sep 1842” and “Turks Islands” 
notations with manuscript “1/-” rating. Likely routed from Puerto Plata on the north side of the island via 
Turks Islands to London   ..SP £40

244 - 1890 c. 2c wrapper endorsed “pr Polynesia” and two 3c wrappers, one endorsed “per Flandria”, all sent 
from Puerto Plata to Bremen   ..SP £20

245 - 1890 c. wrapper with pair 1885 1c green sent to Geneva with arrival backstamp. Also 1892 cover with 
1885 10c sent to Austria with HAITI A FORT DE FRANCE transit backstamp  ..SP £30

246 - 1906 internal cover from San Pedro Macoris to Santo Domingo with 1906 2c “arms”, underpaid with 
“T” marked and added 1906 4c postage due added on arrival. Scarce  ..SP £100

ECUADOR

247 - 1868 cover to Lima with two single 1865 1r green, one of which shows double frames lines similar to 
the reprints, both tied by GUAYAQUIL cds (12 Jun). Arrival backstamp. Offered “as is”  ..SP £30

248 - 1872 entire letter to Lima with top marginal pair 1865 1r yellow showing marginal rule with fine central 
FRANCA lozenge cancel. Arrival backstamp (1 Jun)  ..SP £50

249 -  “OFICIAL/1894 1895” overprints on 1891-1892 1c and 2c fiscal issues fine mint part o.g. plus 1896 
Guaranda provisional 5c surcharges mint or used on 1c, 2c, 4c, 10c and 1s 1895-1896 fiscals. 7 stamps  
..SP £50

250 - 1924 CASA-CORREOS opt inverted and CASA-CORREOS opt double both on perforated 1c tobacco 
tax stamps. Fine unused. The perforated version of this stamp is scarce  ..SP £20

251 - 1945 Mendez Hospital surcharges (11) complete in mostly marginal unhinged mint blocks x4 (SG c£110)  
..SP £26

252 - 1967 Galapagos Islands airmail inauguration with the complete series of 13 different flight covers plus 
three additional duplicates that have cachets in different colours  ..SP £40

253 -  cover oddments with 1854 E.L. to Leon without markings, 1890 5c pse with added 2c and 5c, cover 
and front with Ecuador 1929 Scadta issues, couple of c1940’s Galapagos items and used 15c overprinted 
stationery viewcard. 7 items  ..SP £45

GUATEMALA

254 - 1871 first issue 1c ochre with two imperforate blocks x6 both printed on both sides showing the reverse 
side print both upright and inverted in relation to the front. Fine unused (SG £1000+, Scott $900+)  ..SP £60

255 - 1880 ½r postal stationery envelope sent to Puerto de San Jose with fine octagonal Guatemala City 
datestamp in red (3 Dec)  ..SP £60

256 - 1881 10c on 1r small quetzal diagonal bisect on small piece tied by small circular mute cancel. A rare 
bisect   ..SP £20
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257 - 1882 over to Germany with single 1881 10c with SAN FELIPE cds duplex cancel. Guatemala City and 
London transit backstamps. Very fine  ..SP £100

258 - 1885 internal cover trimmed at left with faults and repairs with single 1881 5c with LAS MARIAS cds 
duplex cancel. Scarce origination  ..SP £30

259 - 1886 unsealed cover marked “impresos” sent from Chauncy Hill in Guatemala City to Dresden with 
pair 1881 1c tied by mute cancels to pay the 2c overseas printed matter rate. London transit backstamps. 
Scarce rate  ..SP £100

260 - 1898 pair of regd. AR covers sent to Austria (additional 1c on reverse) and Germany respectively both 
with attractive 25c large Quetzal frankings  ..SP £40

261 - 1905 National Exposition stationery lettercard with “Salon Industrias No.1” illustration in blue on blue-
green with Exposition cancel and local address. Also two different design special postal stationery cards 
issued for the 1908 Railway Opening (see G-2 h/book)  ..SP £50

262 - 1922 12½c on $3 and 10 x 12½c on 20c on internal cover from Guatemala to Estacion Santa Ines with 
GUATEMALA/PTO.BARRO ambulante transit cancel. Uncommon stamps on cover  ..SP £30

263 -  cover oddments incl. 1906 ppc to Damascus in Syria, three used different value telegraph envelopes, 
1892 ambulante and 1897 SANTA LUCIA COTZ. straight line cancel, CORREOS NACIONALES opt on 
1p on 2q50 envelope used officially and cover with 9 x 1902 50c sent regd. to Demark with censor tape. 
8 items  ..SP £50

HAITI

264 - 1764 entire letter to Au Cayes with dry colourless (sec) impressed straight line ST.MARC marking (Jamet 
1) with manuscript “1e” rating alongside. Scarce  ..SP £40

265 - 1772 entire letter with an account sent from Cap to Marseille without postal markings  ..SP £30
266 - 1780 entire letter with a part of the left flap cut away datelined “La Rochelle” sent to Port au Prince with 

fine small curved CAYES marking with manuscript “2E” rating alongside  ..SP £40
267 - 1781 entire letter datelined “Boucassin 8 9bre 1781” (November) sent to Paris with light COLONIE PAR/

ROCHEFORT arrival and “1 S” rating crossed through with “15” alongside with “Par la Nre. (Navire) 
Gaspare Capie.(capitaine) ..den Barque” endorsement on the reverse and straight line NANTES transit  
..SP £50

268 - 1781 entire letter sent to Port au Prince with fine small curved ST.MARC  marking with manuscript “1E” 
rating alongside. Accompanied by typed transcript of the contents in French  ..SP £50

269 - 1781 entire letter to Au Cap with fine straight line LE PORT ST.LOUIS in black and manuscript “1es” 
rating  ..SP £60

270 - 1781 entire letter to Port au Prince with curved LEOGANE marking (Jamet 4) with manuscript “1 Es” 
(Escalin) rating alongside  ..SP £40

271 - 1781 entire letter to Port au Prince with curved LEOGANE marking (Jamet 4) with manuscript “1/2” 
(Escalin) rating alongside  ..SP £40

272 - 1781 entire letter to Port au Prince with fine straight line MOLE in black and manuscript “2E” rating  
..SP £60

273 - 1781 two entire letters to Port au Prince both with manuscript “2E” ratings and both with small straight 
line CAP markings (Jamet 6) showing small differences  ..SP £50

274 - 1786 entire letter to Cap with clear straight line ST.MARC marking (Jamet 7) with manuscript “1e” rating 
alongside  ..SP £40

275 - 1786 entire letter to Port au Prince with straight line PORT DE PAIX in black (Jamet 3) and manuscript 
“2e” rating  ..SP £40

276 - 1787 entire letter to Au Anglai with light straight line LES CAYE(S) marking (Jamet 6) with manuscript 
“1E” rating alongside. Les Anglais is around 50km NE of Les Cayes  ..SP £40

277 - 1788 entire letter to Le Havre with fine s/line CAP FRANCAIS J.ST.D in black. A rare marking  ..SP £100
278 - 1788 entire letter to Port au Prince with fine small slightly curved AQUIN marking in black with ms. 

“3E” rate marking alongside  ..SP £40
279 - 1790 entire letter to Port au Prince with straight line CAP 21*FEVEIER marking (Jamet 15 var,) and 

manuscript “2” (Escalin) rating  ..SP £60
280 - 1793 entire letter to Aux Cayes de Sou with curved straight line ST.LOUIS marking (Jamet 8)   ..SP £40
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281 - 1799 cover from Le Cap with contents dated “14 Germinal an 7” (French Revolutionary  calendar) sent 
to “Port Malo” (French Revolutionary name) with COL-PAR BORDEAUX marking and manuscript “11” 
arrival rating. This should date from early April 1798  ..SP £40

282 - 1803 cover from Le Cap with contents dated “17 Floreal an 11” (French Revolutionary  calendar) sent 
to Bordeaux with manuscript “7” arrival rating. This should date from May 1803. Contemporary note on 
the back suggests the letter was opened at Cap by the English. An interesting period in Haiti  ..SP £100

283 - 1820 entire letter from Port au Prince to London with fine “crown” SHIP LETTER/LONDON and 
manuscript “1/4” rate  ..SP £30

284 - 1824 cover from Port au Prince to London endorsed “pr. Matilda” with manuscript “3/6” rating with, 
on the reverse, stepped GRAVESEND/SHIP LETTER and arrival cds  ..SP £30

285 - 1836 cover from Port au Prince to Bordeaux with boxed PAY D’OUTREMER/PAR LE HAVRE marking, 
1842 cover from Cap Haitien to Marseille with OUTRE-MER/MARSEILLE arrival cds in red and 1860 
entire letter with sender’s cachet from Port au Prince to Paris with “Ippaetes” (?) ship endorsement  ..SP £40

286 - 1840 and 1850 covers to the Wesleyan Missions in London with “Cape Haitien” and “Port au Prince” 
notations respectively with manuscript “1/5” rating on the former and “1/-” rating with circular “5” credit 
for USA on the latter  ..SP £40

287 - 1843 cover to London with manuscript “1/5” rating with, across the flap on the reverse, fine JACMEL 
double arc British PO cds (24 Nov). Stated to be the earliest known usage - the cds was sent from London 
just two months earlier (26 Sep)  ..SP £60

288 - 1846 cover with contents from Port au Prince to Paris with boxed POSTE/PAYE marking with “31¼” 
manuscript rate inserted (6¼ decimes per ¼ oz) with JACMEL British PO backstamp, London transit and 
boxed COLONIES/&c.ART13 accountancy mark. A rare early use of the POSTE/PAYE marking  ..SP £500

289 - 1852 cover to the Wesleyan Mission in London with very fine double arc JACMEL British P.O. cds with 
“1/5” rating and arrival cds  ..SP £20

290 - 1857 entire letter to Bordeaux with JACMEL British PO backstamp, GB/1F60C accountancy mark and 
handstruck “8” arrival rating. Also 1925 USMC cancel on “penalty” envelope and 7 items from c1950’s 
period  ..SP £20

291 - 1864 entire letter from Port au Prince to New York endorsed “p.Emilie” with oval FORWARDED BY/
HUBBARD & STEENCKEN/PORT AU PRINCE agent cachet in blue  ..SP £60

292 - 1865-74 group of five entire letters from Port au Prince to France all routed via England, one with 
LIVERPOOL/SHIP and LONDON SHIP-LETTER marking and all showing different French arrival 
ratings with “8”, “10”. “12”. “16” and “24”  ..SP £50

293 - 1869 cover to France with fine PORT-A-PRINCE British PO single ring cds, Liverpool BR.PACKET 
transit backstamp and handstruck “20” (double rate) arrival rating  ..SP £30

294 - 1870 cover to Martinique with French 20c and 40c perforated Napoleons tied by anchor lozenge with 
CAP-HAITIEN French paquebot datestamp and boxed “PP” alongside. Ligne D transit backstamp. Piece 
of flap missing otherwise fine  ..SP £150

295 - 1877 entire letter from Port au Prince to St. Thomas with GB 4d sage-green tied by fine “C59” barred 
oval with JACMEL cds alongside. Arrival backstamp  ..SP £150

296 - 1878 cover to Le Havre endorsed “pr Ville de Best” with fine PORT AU PRINCE/PAQ.FR.D.NO.2 
datestamp, triangular “T” and handstruck “12” arrival rating   ..SP £75

297 -  GB 4d grey-brown Plate 17 horizontal pair on fragment with complete central barred oval “C59” (Jacmel) 
cancel. Very fine (SG £100++)  ..SP £30

298 - 1881 Liberty Head 1c small die proof in black (25 x 26)  ..SP £30
299 - 1881 Liberty Head 7c die proof in orange-red (34 x 75)  ..SP £30
300 - 1881 Liberty Head imperforate 1c (shades) with vertical block x10 from the left side of the sheet, couple 

of pairs and three singles all good margins, mint or unused (SG £140+)  ..SP £40
301 - 1881 Liberty Head imperforate 5c (2) and 7c (2) all used with good clear July dates including both  

5c and 7c with JACMEL cds’s (9 July) which are both earliest recorded dates for this town  ..SP £40
302 - 1881 Liberty Heads imperforate 20c red-brown horizontal strip x4 Pos. 42-45 mostly good margins used 

with Port au Prince cds’s. Scarce used multiple  ..SP £100
303 - 1881 c. Liberty Head large size perforated “TIMBRE” master fiscal proof without value inserted in black  

..SP £20
304 - 1881 Liberty Heads with small range of forgeries including two Fournier “die proofs” and a cds cancel 

proof plus others. 14 items  ..SP £20
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305 - 1882 Liberty Heads perforated 3c grey-bistre Plate II, First Printing lower left corner block x6 mint part 
o.g.   ..SP £40

306 - 1882 Liberty Heads perforated 5c blue-green Plate II First Printing horizontal pair Pos. 23-24 some small 
faults unused without gum. Unused multiples of this stamp are rare  ..SP £50

307 - 1883 cover to Boston, Mass. with pair perforated 5c Liberty Heads, Plate II, Second Printing tied by Port 
au Prince cds (22 December). New York PAID ALL arrival backstamp (2 Jan ‘84). An early use of these 
stamps  ..SP £40

308 - 1883-84 Liberty Heads perforated Plate II 2c deep purple First Printing block x4 and 2c purple Second 
Printing horizontal pair both mint part o.g.   ..SP £20

309 - 1884 Liberty Heads perforated 2c purple Plate II, Second Printing block x25  Pos. 4-8 thru 44-48 with 
some strengthened perforations otherwise fine mint part o.g. (SG £250+)  ..SP £100

310 - 1886 Liberty Heads perforated 20c pale brown Plate III block x20  Pos. 4-7 thru 44-47 with some splits 
and strengthened perforations otherwise fine mint part o.g. (SG £220+)  ..SP £50

311 - 1886 perforated Liberty Heads 20c pale brown Plate III used block x15 Pos 1-3 thru 41-43 from the left 
side of the sheet with Port au Prince cds’s. A scarce used multiple  ..SP £80

312 - 1886-87 Liberty Heads from New Dies with 1c marginal block x4 and pair, 2c marginal strip x3 and 5c 
block x4 and pair all or mostly fine mint. Nice group (SG £240+)  ..SP £60

313 - 1887-88 Liberty Heads postal forgeries perf 14 or perf 16 including 2c mint blk x4, 2c and 20c mint or 
unused singles plus 1c, 2c, 5c. 7c (2) and 20c used singles. 12 stamps. Nice group  ..SP £40

314 - 1889 c. composite die proof in brown with two identical unadopted 3c essays for a 3c value utilising the 
frame from the 1887 Salomon issue with a coat-of-arms vignette inserted  ..SP £50

315 - 1889 c. perforated unadopted essay proof in blue for a 5c value utilising the frame from the 1887 Salomon 
issue with a coat-of-arms vignette inserted  ..SP £30

316 - 1890 c. unadopted essay die proof in red for a 2c value with a coat-of-arms vignette produced by Hamilton 
Bank Note Co. in New York  ..SP £30

317 - 1893 internal registered cover to Port au Prince with vertical strip x3 1891 3c grey upright palms tied by 
Gonaives cds’s to pay a double internal letter rate plus regn. fee. A rare franking  ..SP £50

318 - 1893 stampless cover to Paris  with fine JACMEL cds and boxed POST/PAYE marking. Scarce  ..SP £80
319 - 1898 internal registered bank cover to Port au Prince endorsed “per Steamer Andes” with 11 x 1898 Simon 

Sam 1c blue tied by Cap Haitien cds’s to pay a triple internal letter rate plus regn. fee. A rare franking  
..SP £65

320 - 1898 mourning cover from the Liberian Legation in  Port au Price to Belgium with, on the reverse, block 
x10 1893 1c dull purple “palms”   ..SP £50

321 - 1899 3c Simon San postcard sent to Germany with very fine straight line “Port au Prince” cancel in violet. 
Arrival cds’s. Fault at the bottom otherwise fine and scarce  ..SP £30

322 - 1900 incoming cover from New York to Port au Prince with 2c and “T - CENTIMES/15/NY” two ring 
marking with TOO LATE alongside and, on arrival added strip x3 1898 2c postage dues tied by manuscript 
cancel  ..SP £80

323 - 1902-08 small lot of mostly provisional issues including several 1902 pairs with and without overprints, 
etc. Needs checking. c39 stamps  ..SP £20

324 - 1903 incoming cover with few light stains from Lowell, Mass., USA to Port au Prince underpaid with 
New York tax marking and, on arrival, added 3 x 1898 2c postage dues with manuscript cancels  ..SP £50

325 - 1906 stampless cover to Le Havre  with CAP HAITIEN cds and straight line AFFRANCHIE marking 
with “0.25” in manuscript  ..SP £60

326 - 1907 stampless cover to Le Havre  with straight line AFFRANCHIE marking with “of 25” alongside in 
manuscript  ..SP £50

327 - 1908 2c Nord Alexis postcard sent from the British Consul in Port au Prince to Russia offering 
congratulations upon an appointment. Unusual destination  ..SP £20

328 - 1909 regd. cover from the President in Port au Prince to London with 1906 pictorial 15c de p. Added 
New York EXCHANGE regn label and re-addressed on arrival with boxed “Posted out of Course/79” with 
manuscript “2d to pay” alongside. Unusual  ..SP £30

329 -  cover oddments incl. 1925 2c postcard with “T” marking, three covers with 1914-20 period provisionals, 
1905 cover with Nord Alexis 10c from Jacmel to Paris, couple of unused formula cards, rare 1827 10g 
banknote (faults) and a couple of stamps   ..SP £40
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HONDURAS

330 - 1878 Morazan 1r green small die proof on India paper signed in pencil “A. Jones” at the lower edge. 
Scarce  ..SP £60

331 - 1880 cover sent to Boston, Mass., USA with single 1878 1r green with New Orleans transit (20 April) 
and Boston arrive (24 April) on the reverse. Stated to be the earliest known usage of a Morazan stamp. 
The Boston cancel is only known used in the 1879-1880 period. On 20 April 1880 the “Etta A. Sylvester” 
schooner arrived in New Orleans from Central America. PF cert. Ex Washburn  ..SP £100

332 - 1880 used telegraph form with some small faults for a message from Danli to Tegucigalpa plus 4 different 
Morazan stamps used with central telegraph cancel of the same design as used on the form   ..SP £40

333 - 1884 stampless cover with President’s corner card (Gen Luis Bogran) sent to Guatemala with oval 
SERVICIO POSTAL/DE CENTRO AMERICA/FRANCO DE PORTE/HONSURAS in red with regular 
Tegucigalpa datestamp alongside. The only recorded example of this marking  ..SP £60

334 - 1921 cover from San Pedro Sula to Germany with 1919 15c tied by circular AMBULANTE /DE/
POTRERILLOS cancel. Puerto Cortes transit backstamp. Scarce  ..SP £50

MEXICO

335 - 1844 entire letter to France with FRANCO EN/VERACRUZ and double arc VERA-CRUZ British PO 
cds on the reverse, COLONIES/&c.ART.12 accountancy mark and “20” arrival rating  ..SP £20

336 - 1849 entire letter to Oaxaca with fine oval JAMILTEPEC marking and large handstruck “2” rating. 
Attractive  ..SP £30

337 - 1867 2r black on pale pink with gothic “Mexico” overprint printed on both sides f.u. (Scott $140, SG £95)  
..SP £30

338 - 1867 4r red on yellow with gothic “Mexico” overprint printed on both sides f.u. (Scott $175, SG £120)  
..SP £40

339 - 1867 4r rose with watermark and 4r vermilion on yellow both with gothic “Mexico” overprints f.u. Also 
1868 Hidalgo 100c brown on brown thin numerals perf opt CHIHUAHUA 21 68 and 100c black on brown 
thick numerals imperf without stop opt MONTEREY 7 71 mint part o.g. (stc Scott $1300)  ..SP £65

340 - 1867 8r green on brown with gothic “Mexico” overprint printed on both sides f.u. grid cancel. Slight thin 
at the bottom that is not mentioned on accompanying Mepsi certificate. Very fine appearance and a rare 
stamp (Scott $4000, SG £2500)  ..SP £360

341 - 1871 entire letter to Guadalajara with 1868 Hidalgo 12c, 25c and 50c with MORELIA district overprints. 
Bash guarantee mark on the reverse. Attractive 3-colour franking  ..SP £85

342 - 1884 50c Hidalgo Medallion with complete double impression f.u. part oval Michoacan cancel (Follansbee 
$150)  ..SP £30

343 - 1884 5p blue Hidalgo Medallion with straight edge at right f.u. light cancel (Scott $300)  ..SP £30
344 - 1904 incoming short paid cover from WALLACEBURG, Canada with T/15 marking and added 1903 

2c and 10c definitives used as postage dues,  BUEN TIEMPO AM/NUBLADO PM/MANANA weather 
cancel on the reverse  ..SP £30

345 - 1914 incoming cover front from Rufino in Argentina with single 5c underpaid with “T” markings and, 
of arrival, added US 2c postage due tied by VERACRUZ MEXICO/U.S.M.AG.GEN.DEL. cds. Rare item  
..SP £30

346 - 1916 60c on 1910 2c with GOBIERNO/CONSTITUCIONALISTA fine mint part o.g. Mepsi cert. 
(Scott $650, SG £250)  ..SP £75

NICARAGUA

347 - 1790 c. Colonial period cover to “N Goatemala” (sic) with fine oval framed GRA/NADA  and manuscript 
“8” rating. Also circa 1810 cover with boxed LEON in blue to Guatemala and similar period cover with 
oval framed GRA/NADA to Leon  ..SP £40

348 - 1848 c. cover to cover to Guatemala with fine fancy framed LEON marking in black (Harris 36)  ..SP £45
349 - 1869-80 range of first issue stamps representing all five values all f.u. with very fine well struck most 

part or nearly complete number-letter cancels. Good range. 17 stamps  ..SP £40
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350 - 1882-1889 small range of mint pre-Seebeck stationery with cards and envelopes including 5c on 10c 
envelope with double surcharge, one albino variety. 12 items  ..SP £20

351 - 1882 UPU issue 1c to 50c imperf plate proofs in green (the 50c value does not exist) all in marginal 
blocks x4 on thin card, the 5c value with printer’s imprint   ..SP £40

352 - 1885-1889 small range of used pre-Seebeck stationery with cards and envelopes including usages from 
Chinandega (2) incl. one with TARDE marking, Matagalpa, Corinto, Rivas, Mandaime (spelt with an M), 
Potosi (trimmed), 10c envelope cancelled with TRANSITO/PANAMA cds’s, etc. Needs checking. 12 items  
..SP £75

353 - 1888-89 trio of covers to USA with 1882 UPU issue 10c frankings with originations from Masaya, 
Granada and San Juan del Norte. Scarce group  ..SP £100

354 - 1890 2c psc (H&G 5) used from Chinandega to Corinto with fine BUZON AMBULANTE/CORINTO 
(1 January) cds. This should have been the first day of issue of the new Seebeck postal stationery. Also 
1893 3c psc used to Leon with fine BUZON AMBULANTE/LEON cds   ..SP £50

355 - 1894 local cover from Bluefields to Rama franked with “Mosquito/Provisional” handstamps on 1894 1c 
in red and pair 2c in black  ..SP £60

356 - 1894 “Mosquito/Provisional” handstamp on 1894 1c with 7 copies used together on one piece plus a 
single 2c value on fragment all with the handstamp in red  ..SP £40

357 - 1903 President Zelaya issue 1c imperf plate proof blk x4 of the frame only with small faults on lower 
stamps, 15c imperf plate proof on card and set x16 ABN Co. specimens incl. both printings of the lower 
values and the four so-called “errors of colour”  ..SP £30

358 - 1905 5p top value official small renumbered die proof in black mounted on card  ..SP £20
359 - 1906-10 c. three photographic essays stated to be ex Perkins Bacon with 2c “Dpto. Zelaya” value, 

10c regular mail and 1c official. Interesting group  ..SP £30
360 - 1931 15c surcharge in green inverted on 25c violet with “PAA” airmail overprint in vertical pair with 

surcharge misplaced so that the date is on top on the upper stamp and the lower stamp shows the date 
omitted. Fine mint part o.g. (Scott C11c variety, SG 653c variety). Stated to be unique  ..SP £80

361 - 1931 20c surcharge in green inverted on 25c violet with “PAA” airmail overprint in plate number block 
x4 with some split perfs around top margin otherwise fine mint (Scott C12c $200+, SG 654c £220+). 
Stated to be unique as such  ..SP £80

362 - 1932 “Correo Aereo/OFICIAL” opt on 25c dark brown with “1931” overprint (Scott CO9, SG O693) 
fine mint plus copies with OFIAIAL and OFIC AL varieties (only 7 copies of each exist) and an additional 
copy with OFICIAL missing due to overprint misplacement. Rare lot   ..SP £80

363 - 1932 International Airmail Week overprint on registered first day cover to Davao in the southern Philippines 
showing special concessionary rate applicable to both Spain and Philippines  ..SP £40

364 - 1932 International Airmail Week overprint with trial surcharge in black, normal (2) plus mint singles 
with inverted “m”  and “Aerreo” varieties (SG £480+). Scarce group  ..SP £80

365 - 1932 Leon-Sauce Railway airmail set (5) in complete sheetlets x4 fine unused original printings (SG £340+, 
Scott $400+)  ..SP £70

366 - 1932 Rivas Railway regular mail and airmail complete set (10) fine unused. The airmails all have ELLIOT/
NY guarantee marks (SG £150, Scott $180)  ..SP £36

367 -  VALIDO/1935 handstamps plus signature on 1929-31 Momotombo issues with additional 1p value with 
handstamp double in different colours. Also on 1933 Momotombo airmail surcharges (4) all fine mint. 
10 stamps  ..SP £40

368 - 1951 Corn Island: cover to USA with 1949 Games 5c (cycling - small corner fault) and single 25c (boxing) 
tied by boxed ADMON CORREOS/CORN ISLAND cancel with boxed BLUEFIELDS transit datestamp 
alongside. Scarce  ..SP £20

369 -  cover oddments incl. couple of prestamp items, Seebecks, railway coupon stamps, good range of used 
stationery with provisional types, added stamps, “T” marking, regd., censored, etc. plus couple of mint 
Bluefields items, etc. 23 items  ..SP £100
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PANAMA

370 - 1876 c. GB 1/- green Plate 13 lettered HH right wing margin copy f.u. good part oval “C35” (PANAMA) 
cancel. Attractive copy  ..SP £20

371 - 1885 stamp shortage: small stampless mourning cover to Milwaukee, USA with PANAMA cds duplex 
(11 April) used in place of an adhesive stamp. New York PAID ALL backstamp and arrival cds  ..SP £60

372 - 1906 cover with Canal Zone 2c sent to Colon in Panama with the stamp deemed invalid with Colon cds 
duplex and circular T/COLON marking. Added 1905 optd. 5c Panama stamp affixed and used as a postage 
due. Canal Zone stamps were not valid for use in the Republic. Interesting item  ..SP £30

373 - 1909 die proof of Arosemena portrait vignette used on the 5c value, 1921 Independence (12) blocks x4 
with SPECIMEN overprints plus four items of photographic artwork, two from the 1948 Fire Service set  
..SP £30

374 - 1916 incoming cover from London to Panama City with Geo.V 1d and unframed “T” marking plus censor 
label. On arrival added 1915 2c and 4c postage dues tied by Panama duplex. Scarce  ..SP £120

375 - 1930-49 airmail definitives with all values and printings overprinted SPECIMEN ex ABN Co.  
All indentified with print order numbers. 27 stamps  ..SP £20

PARAGUAY

376 - 1870 first issues 1r rose, 2r blue and 3r black all good to large margins, fine mint or unused and all fine 
appearance (SG £250+)  ..SP £60

377 - 1870 first issues 1r rose, 2r blue and 3r black all good to large margins f.u. with part cds cancels incl. 
PARAGUARI in blue on 1r value. 1r and 2r with thins but overall fine appearance  ..SP £40

378 - 1878 surcharges on first issues with large “5” in black on 1r, 2r and 3r values, large “5” in blue on 1r and 
3r values, small “5” in black on 2r and 3r values plus small “5” in blue on 3r value all f.u. copies with good 
to large margins. Odd possible fault in places but generally all fine appearance. 8 stamps (stc SG £3500, 
Scott $2500). Scarce group  ..SP £250

379 - 1914 incoming underpaid cover trimmed at top edge from Buenos Aires to Asuncion with “T” marking 
and added pair 1913 20c definitives used as postage dues. Illustrated wine-making equipment on the reverse 
side. Scarce  ..SP £40

380 - 1925-28 c. three 1p50 stationery envelope all used, one with indicia only, one with printed stamp lower 
with added “C” and the final one trimmed at left with printed stamp very high with added “C” with latter 
on a completely different type of security paper. Unusual  ..SP £40

381 - 1930-31 two registered Zeppelin acceptances on cover and on card both to Germany. Attractive pair   
..SP £30

382 - 1945 Red Cross envelope regd. to Switzerland with boxed “Franquicia Postal/Ley 1061” markings with 
added 2 x Waterlow 1944 20c “First Paraguayan Train” airmails to pay for the additional airmail service. 
Attractive  ..SP £20

383 -  cover oddments incl. lettercard with CNIA.NUEVA GERMANIA cds and regd cover with COLONIA 
HOHENAU cds, 4c card with “Monkey” design (fault), regd. airmail cover with the franking including 
1929 17p on 5p with “Aereo” omitted and “Habilitado” twice, 45p Zeppelin with “1935” opt on cover 
plus couple of 1950 c. fdc’s on postmen charity envelopes. 7 items  ..SP £40

PERU

384 - 1857 PSNC full set of nine reprints on wove paper in the various colours  couple of close margins in 
places but seemingly all clear (SG £450). Also two bromides of the original stamps ex archives  ..SP £80

385 - 1858 cover from Huancayo (10 May) to Lima with 1858 1p rose-red good to large margins with central 
o/HUANC “dots” cancel. Very fine   ..SP £60

386 - 1860 cover from Callao to Lima with 1860 1d endorsed “Tren de 5½”, 1859 cover from Call to Lima 
endorsed “las 11½” with single 1858 1d blue plus 1862 cover to Lima with fine 1860 1p worn impression 
tied by PIURA cds. Holcombe cert.  ..SP £60

387 - 1861 stampless cover to Arequipa with two strikes of the 1-CALLAO-2 “dots” cancel to signify a double 
payment. Unusual  ..SP £60

indentified
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388 - 1864 cover to Arequipa with three single 1862 1d all with ISLAY `”dots” cancels. Also oddments on a 
card incl. 1968 1d green pair with September ‘68 cds. 1866 20c Llamita bisect piece with ARICA cancel, 
etc. 1 cover and 10 stamps  ..SP £40

389 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. on piece with oval Y.GUANAPE (Isla Guanape) cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
390 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. with central oval BAGUA cancel. Rare  ..SP £30
391 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. with central oval CHAVIN cancel. Rare  ..SP £30
392 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. with dotted oval PUEBLO/REIJO cancel in blue. Scarce  ..SP £30
393 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. with good part oval DESAGUADERO cancel in red. Rare  ..SP £20
394 - 1868 1d blue-green f.u. with oval TORATA cancel. Rare  ..SP £20
395 - 1868 1d blue-green with some thinning f.u. with oval SAN/MATE(O) cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
396 - 1868 1d green (shades) small range on card, odd faults, including pair with oval CHICLAYO, framed 

LIMA in blue, overlapped copies showing large oval HUAMACHUCO, framed CHIMBOTE and JAUJA, 
oval LOMAS in blue and oHUAM (Huamachuco) dots cancels  ..SP £40

397 - 1868 1d green (shades) mixed range f.u. with cancels including oval ANCON, oval RIOJA and oval 
PUNO. latter in blue. Also ova; PUERTO/DE/CASMA in red and boxed cancel identified as Batzapuerto 
(?). Also strip x3 with LIMA cancels. 8 stamps  ..SP £40

398 - 1868 1d green (shades) two copies f.u. double oval OBRAGILLO cancel and oval OBRAGILL(O) cancel 
with arrows respectively. Rare  ..SP £30

399 - 1868 1d green (shades) two copies f.u. oval LOMAS cancel and oval RA/LLAPO cancel respectively. 
Latter with thin otherwise fine and rare  ..SP £30

400 - 1868 1d green (shades) with three copies showing LAMPA, LLATA and NEPENA “dots” cancels in blue. 
Scarce group  ..SP £30

401 - 1868 1d green (shades) with three copies showing POMAR, YAULI and PALPA “dots” cancels, with 
latter in blue. Scarce group  ..SP £30

402 - 1868 1d green f.u. on piece with oval ISLAY cancel  ..SP £20
403 - 1868 1d green f.u. with central oval YANAOCA cancel in blue. Rare  ..SP £40
404 - 1868 1d green f.u. with double oval CON-/TUMAZA cancel. Scarce  ..SP £30
405 - 1868 1d green f.u. with framed HUANCA(VELICA) cancel in blue. Rare  ..SP £30
406 - 1868 1d green f.u. with good part oval BARRANCA cancel. Rare  ..SP £20
407 - 1868 1d green f.u. with most part oval (PI)LCOMAYO cancel in blue. Rare  ..SP £30
408 - 1868 1d green f.u. with oval MATUCANA cancel in red. Rare  ..SP £30
409 - 1868 1d green good margins f.u. central oval PUERTO/DE/CASMA cancel  ..SP £30
410 - 1868 1d green nice pair with CARAZ “dots” cancels in blue plus two singles with dotted oval MACATE 

and CORACra cancels respectively also in blue   ..SP £30
411 - 1868 1d green slight thinning f.u. with light but clear framed APLAO cancel in blue. Rare  ..SP £20
412 - 1868 1d green strip x3 small faults f.u. with double oval QUIQUI-/JANA cancels. Bustamante (Peru) 

guarantee marks on the reverse. Very rare  ..SP £30
413 - 1868 1d green with three single used together with oval CONCEPCION cancels plus single copies with 

ETEN, SUPE and HUANCANE oval cancels. Scarce group  ..SP £40
414 - 1868 1d green with two copies on fragment f.u. dotted oval CERRO/AZUL cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
415 - 1868 1d green with two copies on fragments showing TARAP. (Tarapaca) and HUANCAB (Huancadamba) 

“dots” cancels. Scarce   ..SP £30
416 - 1868 1d green with two copies showing framed TAMBA/DE/MORA cancels in blue and in black  ..SP £30
417 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with dotted double oval HUAN-/CHACO cancel in blue. Scarce  ..SP £20
418 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with light but clear oval CUTERVO cancel. Rare  ..SP £30
419 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with LOCUMBA “dots” cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
420 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with LUHAHUa (Luhahuana) “dots” cancel. Slight thin otherwise fine and 

scarce  ..SP £20
421 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with oval PICA cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
422 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with oval RECEPTORIA/DE MALABRI(GO) cancel. Scarce  ..SP £20
423 - 1868 1d yellow-green f.u. with PISCO “dots” cancel in red. Scarce in this colour  ..SP £20
424 - 1868 1d yellow-green pair f.u. with double oval CELENDIN cancels. Scarce  ..SP £30
425 - 1868 1d yellow-green two copies f.u. double oval YAUTAN cancel and double oval HUAITARA cancel 

respectively. Rare  ..SP £30
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426 - 1869-70 pair of entire letters from Tacna to Cochabamba showing TACNA cds’s in red and in black 
respectively. Latter also showing a sender’s cachet  ..SP £40

427 - 1881 c. Civil War: 10c blue fiscal with PROVISONAL/1881-1882 overprint plus circular PUNO/17/M 
handstamp in violet tied to piece by CORREO PERU/LAMPA cancel. Unusual  ..SP £20

428 - 1883 Arequipa issues 10c brick-red redrawn with triangles in the lower corners: two copies mostly clear 
to good margins with circular AREQUIPA overprint in blue f.u. part s/line AREQUIPA cancel (SG 87 
£280, Scott 3N10 $320). Scarce stamps  ..SP £50

429 - 1883-84 c. small stampless mourning cover with fine oval PAITA cancel and framed FRANCA. Arrival 
backstamp. Scarce  ..SP £40

430 - 1884 c. Civil War: small cover to Arequipa with bisected 1883 10c brick-red with oval CUZCO overprint 
tied by straight lien CUZCO cancel  ..SP £40

431 - 1899-1900 small group of four postal stationery viewcards incl. mint card with DLL variety and three 
used plus a 1c on 5c stationery card (stamp missing) with a blue view on the reverse  ..SP £30

432 - 1914 incoming cover with small faults from USA to Trujillo underpaid with New York tax marking and, 
on arrival, added 1909 2c and 10c definitives used as postage dues. Also 1930 airmail cover with 50c 
postage due being used as regular/airmail postage  ..SP £30

433 - 1937 two Air France publicity cards offering special New Year rates sent from Lima to Italy with printed 
endorsement “Via Faucett - LAN Ch./AIR FRANCE  ..SP £40

434 - 1942 airmail cover with handstamped cachet from Lobitos to USA with censor tape with the franking 
including the Waterlow 1935 Callao Centenary 35c “train” airmail issue. Scarce on cover  ..SP £20

435 - 1957 French Products: 40c and 50c progressive sunken die proofs plus 1s25 and 2s20 finished die proofs 
and an additional 2s20 die proof showing an unadopted design (each 150 x 120)  ..SP £30

436 -  cover oddments incl. 1868 1d with PAIJAN cancel, 1894 cover with oval PIRA cancels, 1907 with block 
x8 1c on 12c, 1907 ppc to Damascus with BEYOUT transit cds and 1c wrapper with embossed CIUDAD 
DE LIMA coat-of-arms indicia. 5 items  ..SP £50

SALVADOR

437 - 1893 postal stationery: unadopted oval Ezeta negative master proof with surround but without values  in 
deep blue. Unusual  ..SP £50

438 -  cover oddments incl. 1896 regd. AR front to Germany with 5c and strip x3 30c (scarce), plus two 1896 
official covers with 3c regular issue to Italy and 15c official to Denmark. Also 1905 5c pse with boxed 
“Anunciada en Lista ..”, CARTERO/No./10 and boxed “Absento” markings plus 1906 ppc to Damascus 
in Syria. 5 items  ..SP £65

URUGUAY

439 - 1836-61 small group of covers mostly to London with various Montevideo cancels with straight line 
and datestamp types, one routed by Belgium with boxed PAS D’OUTREMER and another, to Le Havre, 
routed via Holland. Various rates and endorsements. 6 items  ..SP £50

440 - 1847 Uruguayan Civil War entire military letter sent from Arroyo Negro to the frontier to the north of 
the Rio Negro without postal markings. Unusual item  ..SP £50

441 - 1858 Block Letters 120c slate-blue good to large margins fine unused (Scott $550)  ..SP £75
442 - 1858 Block Letters 120c blue (Lee Type 16) large margins f.u. on piece addressed to Buenos Aires tied 

by oval Montevideo datestamp (23 Sept ‘59). Also clear margined single f.u. same cancel (16 Aug ‘59). 
BM cert. (Scott $1100)  ..SP £250

443 - 1858 Block Letters 180c green large margins fine mint part o.g. Nice copy, ex Lee. Scott $120)  ..SP £40
444 - 1858 Block Letters 180c green horizontal pair large margins all round fine unused (Lee Types 22-23). 

A scarce multiple. Rocha cert.  ..SP £500
445 - 1858 Block Letters 180c green clear top to large margins f.u. part Montevideo oval (April ‘60) 

(Scott $175).  Rocha cert. stated to be Pos. 3  ..SP £50
446 - 1858 Block Letters 180c deep green large margins (Lee Type 7) f.u. part oval Montevideo datestamp 

(Oct ‘60). (Scott $175) Rocha cert.   ..SP £75
447 - 1858 Block Letters 240c with three copies all large margins showing dull red, vermilion and brown-red shades. 

Also additional copy with good margins showing very blurred print. All fine unused (Scott $775)  ..SP £150
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448 - 1858 Block Letters 240c vermilion vertical pair good to large margins fine unused (Lee Types 18 & 24). 
Uncommon multiple. Rocha cert. (Scott $300+)  ..SP £100

449 - 1858 Block Letters 240c dull vermilion large margins f.u. part oval Montevideo datestamp (July ‘60). 
This is a scarce stamp in used condition (Scott $1500). Rocha & BM certs  ..SP £180

450 - 1858 Block Letters 240c dull red shade good margins f.u. oval Montevideo datestamp (14 February ‘60) 
(Lee Type 16). This is a scarce stamp in used condition (Scott $1500). Rocha cert  ..SP £150

451 - 1858 unissued “Diligencia” 80c green block x4 clear to large margins fine mint most part o.g. Ex Lee 
and pictured in his book, The Postage Stamps of Uruguay. Rocha cert. Also, nice single copy of the 240c 
vermilion value  ..SP £100

452 - 1859 Thin Figures 60c grey shade horizontal pair large margins fine unused (Scott $100+). Rocha cert.  
..SP £75

453 - 1859 Thin Figures 60c grey shade right marginal block x4 large margins unused without gum. Cleaned 
with slight residue of toning at left side (Scott $200+). Lower right stamp with major flaw at NE corner. 
Rocha cert.  ..SP £120

454 - 1859 Thin Figures 60c with three copies in greenish-grey, grey-lilac and slate-grey shades all good 
margins incl. marginal copy and corner copy f.u. with Salto “eye” cancels or cds (16 Dec ‘59) (Scott $105+)  
..SP £50

455 - 1859 cover addressed to Montevideo endorsed “Diligencia” with Thin Figures 60c tied by oval Montevideo 
datestamp (18 Sep) on arrival. Ex Lee. Rocha cert.  ..SP £75

456 - 1861 cover to Minas with 1859 Thin Figures 60c grey mostly large margins (close top left corner) cancelled 
on arrival by oval MINAS cancel in green. Diaz cert.   ..SP £75

457 - 1859 Thin Figures 80c with two mint copies in lemon yellow and in orange shade, former with vertical 
crease and latter showing some oxidation (offered “as is”). Also two used copies in orange-yellow with part 
Montevideo oval cancels and a nice single well tied on 1860 cover from Salto to Buenos Aires, seemingly 
underpaid 40c  ..SP £100

458 - 1859 Thin Figures 100c rose horizontal pair (Lee Types 5-6) good to large margins fine unused. Very 
slight thin on left frame line of right stamp but very fine appearance (Scott $200+). Rocha cert.  ..SP £60

459 - 1859 Thin Figures 100c deep brown-rose good to large margins f.u. part red town cancel plus 80c and 
100c (defective at bottom left) used together on fragment tied by oval Montevideo datestamp (29 Nov ‘59). 
A rare combination of values which would make a double rate to Buenos Aires. Rocha cert.   ..SP £75

460 - 1859 Thin Figures 100c brown-rose large margins f.u. Montevideo oval datestamp in red (25 July ‘59) 
which was only used in the first month of issue (Scott $70++)  ..SP £50

461 - 1859 Thin Figures 120c deep blue left marginal vertical pair large margins all round tiny rust spot on lower 
stamp mentioned for accuracy otherwise fine unused and fine appearance (Scott $110+). Rocha cert.   ..SP £50

462 - 1859 Thin Figures 120c blue range shades from pale to deep with five singles and a pair all good to large 
margins f.u., one with red cancel otherwise all readable date cancels incl. two on small pieces (Scott $200)  
..SP £50

463 - 1859 Thin Figures 120c blue and 180c green both large margins used together on fragment tied by oval 
Montevideo datestamp (31 May ‘60). An unusual combination of values which would make up a quadruple 
rate to Buenos Aires  ..SP £120

464 - 1859 cover to Buenos Aires with Thin Figures 120c deep dull blue shade good to large margins  tied by 
oval Montevideo datestamp (1 Sept). Rocha cert. describes it as dark greenish-blue (azul verdoso oscura) 
(Scott $350)  ..SP £75

465 - 1859 cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p d’Entrecasheaux” with 1859 Thin Figures 120c blue large 
margins tied by Montevideo oval. BPA cert.  ..SP £65

466 - 1859 Thin Figures 180c green mint or unused range with right marginal block x6, left marginal pair and 
single with pre-printing paper fold variety all good to large margins. Also f.u. single large margins showing 
late use (July ‘63). (Scott $250+)  ..SP £65

467 - 1859 Thin Figures 180c green vertical pair large margins slight hinge wrinkle at right side f.u. complete 
oval Montevideo datestamp (1 Dec ‘60). Scarce multiple   ..SP £100

468 - 1861 cover to Buenos Aires with Thin Figures 180c green large margins with “MONTEVIDF.O” flaw 
tied by oval Montevideo datestamp (3 Apr) to pay a double rate. Fine (Scott $1200). Rocha cert.  ..SP £320

469 - 1859 Thin Figures 240c vermilion horizontal pair good clear margins all round fine unused. (Lee Types 
9-10) (Scott $180+)  ..SP £65
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470 - 1859 Thin Figures 240c vermilion left marginal copy large margins fine unused. (Scott $90). Ex Lee  
..SP £40

471 - 1859 Thin Figures 240c vermilion large margins f.u. on fragment tied by oval Montevideo datestamp 
(1 Apr ‘60) (Scott $90)  ..SP £60

472 - 1862 cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p.Mississippi” with some small faults with Thin Figures 240c 
vermilion just cut into lower right corner frame to large margins tied by oval Montevideo datestamp (22 Jan) 
to pay a triple rate. Ex Lee (Scott $1500). Diaz & Rocha certs.   ..SP £200

473 - 1859-61 small range of 60c, 80c and 120c “suns” all on pieces used with oval cancels: FRAY BENTOS, 
PAYSANDU in blue and in violet, MERCEDES in red, CARMELO, FLORIDA, SAN CARLOS, CERRO 
LARGO and MONTEVIDEO. 9 items. Attractive group  ..SP £100

474 - 1859-61 small range of 60c, 80c, 120c and 180c “suns” all on pieces used with oval cancels: CARMELO, 
CERRO LARGO, DURANZO, MERCEDES in black, PAYSANDU, FRAY BENTOS, FLORIDA, 
SAN-CARLOS and MONTEVIDEO. 9 items. Attractive group  ..SP £120

475 - 1859-61 small range of 60c, 80c, 100c and 180c “suns” all used with oval cancels: ARREDONDO, 
CERRO LARGO, COLONIA, DOLORES, MONTEVIDEO in red and in black, MALDONADO, MINAS. 
NEUVA-PALMIRA in two green shades, PAYSANDU, ROSARIO, SAN CARLOS, SAN EUGENIO, 
SAN JOSE and TACUAREMBO plus a Trente y Tres agent’s cancel. Attractive lot. 18 stamps  ..SP £120

476 - 1859-61 cancellations balance with values to 180c, incl. pair 100c and pair 180c with framed 
CERTIFICADO markings, former with Holcombe cert. and latter on piece. Same cancel in red, framed 
FRANCA, SALTO cds and Salto “eye” cancels, oval MONTEVIDEO, ARREDONDO and ROSARIO, 
etc. 18 stamps  ..SP £80

477 - 1863 piece with 1860 2 x 120c blue and single 60c brown-lilac all with large margins tied by oval 
Montevideo datestamps (23 Oct) to probably pay a quadruple rate to Buenos Aires  ..SP £40

478 - 1862 cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p.Mississippi” with 1860 120c blue and 2 x 60c brown-lilac all 
with large margins tied by oval Montevideo datestamps (9 May) to pay a triple rate. The left hand 60c is 
Lee Type 8C showing a major flaw affecting the “EO” of the right CORREO. Very fine. BM cert.  ..SP £200

479 - 1860 Thick Figures 60c fine impression with five f.u. copies all with good to large margins showing shade 
range from pale brown-lilac through to dark chocolate. Latter rare and former on fragment with Rocha 
cert.   ..SP £50

480 - 1861 Thick Figures 60c course impression with five f.u. copies all with good to large margins showing 
shade range from pale reddish-brown through to dark purple. Latter scarce and one on piece  ..SP £40

481 - 1862 entire letter to Tacuarembo with 1860-61 Thick Figures 60c in dark purple shade good to large 
margins tied by Montevideo oval. Scarce on cover  ..SP £100

482 - 1862 cover to Buenos Aires with horizontal pair Thick Figures 60c large margins tied by oval Montevideo 
datestamp (25 Apr) to pay a single rate. Diena cert.  ..SP £75

483 - 1860-64 c. group of four covers and a front with 60c or 80c “sun” frankings showing SAN-JOSE, 
PAYSANDU, MERCEDES and Montevideo SUCURSAL ovals plus SALTO cds. Some faults in places  
..SP £100

484 - 1861 Thick Figures 60c grey shade close at lower right corner otherwise good margins used on fragment 
with 1864 6c Escudito large margins tied by small SALTO cds in blue (5 Jun ‘65). Late use of the 60c  
..SP £50

485 - 1861 cover to Perdido with 1860-61 Thick Figures 80c orange-yellow large margins tied by oval 
Montevideo SUCURSAL cancel. Double rate. Rocha cert.  ..SP £100

486 - 1861 Thick Figures 80c yellow upper right corner marginal block x8 fine mint most part o.g. (Scott 
$400+). Rocha cert.  ..SP £200

487 - 1861 Thick Figures 80c yellow upper left corner single and top marginal pair large margins fine mint o.g. 
Also two f.u. singles mostly good margins in lemon-yellow and orange-yellow shades (Scott $200).  ..SP £60

488 - 1863 cover to Artigas with 80c yellow clear to good margins tied by oval Montevideo datestamp (27 Feb 
‘63) to pay a double internal rate. Some splits on the cover fold above the stamp. Signed Diaz  ..SP £75

489 - 1861 Thick Figures 100c rose-carmine block x4 large margins fine unused (Rocha cert.) plus two mint 
or unused singles in different shades (Scott $600+)  ..SP £200

490 - 1861 Thick Figures 100c brown-rose shade horizontal strip x3 clear to large margins used with framed 
CERTIFICADO and part oval datestamp. Couple of small thins otherwise fine. Also two f.u. singles (shades) 
large margins f.u. part framed CERTIFICADO markings (Scott $250+)  ..SP £65
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491 - 1861 Thick Figures 120c blue block x4 large margins fine unused (Scott $170+)  ..SP £100
492 - 1861 Thick Figures 120c blue (shades) reconstructed transfer block x12 comprising singles all with good 

to large margins f.u. (Scott $300+)   ..SP £60
493 - 1861 Thick Figures 120c blue (shades) with top marginal vertical pair (Lee Types 5 & 11) (Rocha cert.) 

and three singles all good to large margins f.u. plus vertical bisect on small piece tied by PORONGO oval 
cancel in blue. Nice group   ..SP £50

494 - 1860 c. entire letter (7 May) to Rosario de Sante Fe with 1859 Thin Figures 120c blue clear to large margins 
tied by oval SALA DE COMERCIO/DE/MONTEVIDEO cancel. Diena and Holcombe certs. Scarce  ..SP £150

495 - 1861 entire letter to Buenos Aires with 120c deep blue large margins tied by oval Montevideo datestamps 
(19 Aug ‘61) to pay a single rate. Bolaffi cert.  ..SP £75

496 - 1860-61 Thick Figures 120c blue: three bisect pieces diagonal with Salto “eye” cancel and with oval 
MERCEDES cancel (Rocha cert.) plus vertical bisect with oval PORONGOS cancel. Rare group  ..SP £80

497 - 1861 Thick Figures 180c in yellow-green (Lee Type 9) and two copies in deep green shades, one with 
partial frame only at left but slight abrasive thin at lower left corner (Rocha cert.), all good margins fine 
unused (Scott $1275)  ..SP £150

498 - 1861 Thick Figures 180c yellow-green large margins f.u. part oval Montevideo datestamp (1 Apr ‘63). 
(Scott $375)  ..SP £100

499 - 1861 cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p.Libertad” with Thick Figures 180c yellow-green clear to large 
margins tied by oval Montevideo datestamp (23 Oct ‘62). Some splits and repairs on the folds and refolded 
slightly smaller. Scarce on cover. Double rate (Scott $2000)  ..SP £180

500 - 1862 cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p.Mississippi” with 1860 120c blue and 60c brown-lilac both 
large margins tied together by oval Montevideo datestamp (25 April) to pay a double rate. Very fine. Diaz 
cert.  ..SP £150

501 - 1864-65 cover to Montevideo with 1864 Escuditos 6c tied by fine SALTO double ring cds in blue. Also 
cover to Buenos Aires endorsed “p.Terese” with marginal 1864 12c tied by Montevideo oval with day of 
month inverted. Both fine. Diaz and Rocha certs  ..SP £75

502 - 1864 Escuditos 6c with part straight line RIO DE LA PLATA cancel (rare), pair 6c with rectangle of 
dots cancels, 6c on piece with Salto “eye”, 6c on piece with PAYSANDU oval plus 8c with “24 Junio” 
manuscript cancel. All good margins  ..SP £40

503 - 1864 Escuditos 8c and 10c green used on fragment with central “sunburst”: cancel. A scarce marking 
and an unusual combination of values. Rocha cert.   ..SP £65

504 - 1895 25c black and chestnut with inverted centre f.u. Good copy (Scott $2000, SG £2750)  ..SP £400
505 - 1902-06 incoming underpaid picture postcards from Argentina and Italy plus underpaid cover from New 

York with added 1c, 2c and 10c postage dues respectively  ..SP £30
506 - 1908 “Immortal 33” (ship) range with proofs and colour varieties of all three values. Unusual group. 

18 stamps  ..SP £30
507 - 1921 airmail: red overprint inverted on 25c brown block x4 mint most part o.g. Scarce block (SG £440)  

..SP £80
508 - 1921-22 set of three airmail overprints in blue, red and green respectively on 25c brown  all in corner 

blocks x4 fine unhinged mint o.g. (SG £130++)  ..SP £30
509 - 1924 CORREO AEREO opts with marginal copy red opt inverted, two copies with yellow-green opts 

and opt in the ultramarine shade all fine mint (SG £260+) plus 1925 Montevideo to Florida ad Florida to 
Montevideo first flights with special stamps  ..SP £50

510 - 1926 First flights from Montevideo to Rocha (15 March) and from Rocha to Montevideo both with special 
cachets and arrival backstamps. On the return leg, the plane suffered an emergency landing at Mosquitos 
where it was repaired before continuing to Montevideo the following day (Muller 4250 points)  ..SP £40

511 - 1926 two covers, regular airmail and registered airmail, from the third Junkers flight from Montevideo 
(5 March) to Buenos Aires  ..SP £20

512 - 1927 two acceptances on the inaugural CGA northbound flight from Montevideo (1 March) to Natal in 
Brazil, one to Rio de Janeiro and the other addressed on to Spain endorsed “Alcance al Vapor Flandria en 
Bahia”   ..SP £30

513 - 1928 airmail cover from Montevideo (26 Sept) to Paris (8 Oct) with the franking including the 1928 
Football Victories set (3) readdressed and sent registered airmail back from Paris (10 Oct) to Uruguay. 
Unusual. Ex Kerst  ..SP £30
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514 -  cover oddments incl. early official regd cover from Mercedes to Montevideo plus a couple of stationery 
items incl. card with fine CORREO DEL SALTO/ULTIMA HORA marking, etc. Also a block x6 1928 
Football 8c f.u. official punches and two cds’s. 5 items  ..SP £50

515 -  cover oddments including 1866 5c and 10c numeral frankings, airmails with odd first flight, couple 
of Pegasus frankings, two covers with BSAA labels, two covers with 1933 triangulars, odd censor, etc. 
c25 items  ..SP £24

516 -  interesting array of unused and used picture postcards with range of scenes and topics. c50 items  ..SP £20

VENEZUELA

517 - 1843-44 two internal entires, one from Barcelona showing GUAIRA/DEBE “Paez” cancel in grey-green 
with small indecipherable straight line marking alongside in matching ink (CABOTAGE ??) and the other 
with the same “Paez” marking in red  ..SP £30

518 -  1864 Eagle 1r blue used with part double circle CORREOS/PUERTO CABELLO dated cds (3 Jan). 
A rare cancel and written up as being the record copy of this marking. Ex Wasserman  ..SP £20

519 - 1864 c. Eagle oddments incl. 1864 E.L. from La Victoria with ½r yellow with mute oval cancel, two 
used ½r postal forgeries, two so-called “re-drawn” copies of the 1r blue and a 2r green on fragment with 
single ring LA GUAYRA cds (Feb ‘64)  ..SP £40

520 - 1866 ½r lilac-rose horizontal pair, some faults but f.u. central straight line “CHAGUARAMAS” cancel  
..SP £40

521 - 1866 1r vermilion horizontal strip x3 mostly clear to good margins f.u. La Guaira cancels. Uncommon 
multiple  ..SP £30

522 - 1873 Type I opt upright on ½r rose-pink shade good clear margins all round fine unused (SG 71 - £550)  
..SP £50

523 - 1873 Type II opt inverted on 1c slate-lilac on small piece with Type IV opt on ½r rose-pink shade tied 
by numeral “5” cancels. Attractive  ..SP £20

524 - 1873 Type III opt upright on ½r carmine-rose shade with four single copies used on small piece with two 
full oval CARACAS cancels  ..SP £30

525 - 1873 Type IV opt upright on left marginal 1r vermilion and Type IV opt inverted on ½r claret both f.u. 
on piece or fragment with fine PUERTO CABELLO double ring cancels  ..SP £30

526 - 1874 entire letter from El Consejo to Caracas with Type I opt upright on 1866-68 1r vermilion diagonally 
bisected and cancelled with small pen marking. Köhler guarantee mark inside. A very rare franking. 
Ex Wasserman  ..SP £250

527 - 1876 ½r rose-carmine with two-line opt. f.u. on piece with ADMON.DE.CORREOS/ S.SEBASTIAN 
cancel with manuscript date inserted (18 Nov ‘77). Scarce  ..SP £24

528 - 1876 entire letter to Caracas with Type IV opt upright on cut close ½r carmine rose tied by small circular 
CORREO/DE/LA GUAIRA negative cancel  ..SP £50

529 - 1876-77 two pieces with Venezuela & French combination frankings, one with 40c and pair 30c Ceres 
and the other with interpanneau 30c “Peace & Commerce. Also two single 1879 25c with French maritime 
datestamps  ..SP £60

530 - 1877 cover with contents from La Pascua to Caracas with Type III opt upright on cut close 1r vermilion 
tied by manuscript PASCUA cancel. Holcombe pencil note “Stamp used twice to defraud Post Office”. Faults 
including cover fold and repaired splits on some edge folds but a rare and unusual usage. Ex Wasserman  
..SP £100

531 - 1878 entire letter from Maracaibo to La Grita with Type IV opt inverted on 1r vermilion tied by oval 
FRANCA cancel. Heavy filing crease with some splits well away from the stamp. Rare  ..SP £100

532 - 1881 Merida 1c “gold star” local issue good margins fine unused. Scarce stamp  ..SP £150
533 - 1882 Fourth Escuelas issue (8) in block x4 with SPECIMEN overprints struck over pairs of stamps. 

Also 1899 25c registration stamp block x4 with SPECIMEN overprints  ..SP £40

Full or representative illustrations of all the lots in this auction can be found on our website at
 www.brianmoorhouse.com
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SECTION THREE – LARGE FOLDER LOTS

ARGENTINA

534 -  batch of airmail covers, around ten with 1928 issues, couple of later first or special flights, various 
frankings, rates and the like. c32 covers   ..SP £30

535 -  small box with mixed range of material incl. early to modern range on stockpages, Ministerial opts on 
pages, good lot of 1910 imperf plate proofs and colour trials (c. 76) incl. all values to 20p, some MUESTRA 
overprints incl. 1923 top values. Other odd proofs, essays, etc. Also couple of revenue sheets and a range 
of postal stationery, many with MUESTRA opts. Over 1100 stamps and c. 75 stationery items  ..SP £100

ARGENTINA - CORRIENTES

536 - 1860 3c blue complete sheet x24 from second printing group comprising three panes x8 arranged in a 
vertical format. Fine unused  ..SP £65

537 - 1871 deep blue complete sheet with four panes x8 from the third printing group showing 4 horizontal 
tete-beche pairs plus 1867 yellow half sheet comprising two horizontal panes x8 both upright from the 
first printing group. All fine unused  ..SP £60

BOLIVIA

538 - 1867 5c Condor first re-engraving in deep green shade most part sheet with nine stamps removed, 
odd small faults otherwise fine mint o.g.  ..SP £85

539 - 1867 5c Condor original plate third retouch in dull yellow-green shade complete sheet but with several 
peripheral faults plus an ink mark affecting position 21  ..SP £50

540 - 1867 5c Condor original printing later states partial reconstruction of the plate with 57 positions including 
the first four horizontal rows complete. Couple on unused pairs otherwise pen-cancelled copes  ..SP £60

541 - 1867 5c Condor second re-engraving in yellow-green shade on thin paper with centrally separated block 
x36 being the left half of the sheet mint with o.g.   ..SP £65

542 - 1867 5c Condor third re-engraving in deep yellow-green shade showing a fine impression and being the 
left half of the sheet fine mint with o.g.   ..SP £65

543 - 1867 5c green Condor range with shades, various printings, cancels, etc. including several pairs, odd 
blocks x4 and unused block x23 plus couple of pages ex Patino showing second retouch to the original 
plate and retouches to the 4th re-engraving. c93 stamps  ..SP £120

544 - 1867-1938 period range on 6 stockcard pages with range of 5c Condors with shades and printings, postal 
fiscal 500c unused, range from 9-star issues through to 1904, 1909 with couple of blocks and inverted centres 
plus all four tete-beche pairs, 1909 and 1910 issues incl. several mint blocks x4, some later surcharges, 
overprints, etc. c50 stamps. Useful lot  ..SP £75

545 - 1901-13 portraits, 1919-20 Arms plus 1935 Map regular mail and airmail all with SPECIMEN opts 
ex ABN Co. Some values with multiple printings. Also 1901 unissued telegraphs blocks x4 with SPECIMEN 
opts. c97 specimen stamps  ..SP £30

546 - 1919-20 2b “Arms” top value complete folded sheet x100 all with SPECIMEN opts plus “F6337” order 
number and archival handstamp. Very fine  ..SP £40

547 - 1925-30 nice group of early airmail covers incl. first flights one of which is the rare unannounced LAB 
flight from Potosi to Cochabamba (13 Nov ‘26) where only 10 items of mail were flown, 1925 flight 
from Oruro to Cochabamba with stampless post office OFFICIAL envelope, other 1925 flights, LAB, 
1930 Condor, etc. 9 covers  ..SP £300

548 -  small collection of airmail covers mounted on pages all or mostly with frankings including the 1928 
LAB issues including internal with flights to Vallegrande and Yacuiba and overseas with destinations such 
as Finland and Australia. Also half-a-dozen covers with 1930 airmail issues. 22 covers  ..SP £150

549 - 1930 airmail overprint in blue on Aviation School 10c in complete sheet x50 stamps with Perkins Bacon 
imprint. Fine mint o.g. (SG £525+)  ..SP £120

550 - 1930 airmail overprint in red on Aviation School 50c in left half sheet x25 stamps. Fine mint o.g. 
(SG £260+)  ..SP £60

551 - 1930 airmail overprint in violet on Aviation School 15c in right half sheet x25 stamps. Fine mint o.g. 
(SG £260+)  ..SP £60

552 -  small collection of airmail covers mounted on pages all or mostly with frankings all or mostly including 
the 1935 airmail definitives including internal, other South American countries, USA, Europe including 
Czechoslovakia and the Channel Islands. 22 covers  ..SP £75
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BRAZIL

553 - 1843-1930 c. range of classics from three of four collections incl. three 60r Bulls Eyes (some faults), 
inclinados, 1850-61 issues and Dom Pedros plus some later issues incl. mint Liberty Heads to 2000r, mint 
1906-17 definitives with better values, few airmails, etc, Also back up material on old stockpages. Many 
100’s stamps  ..SP £200

554 - 1850-61 nice mixed range of small numerals on two pages with value to 300r (3) and 600r (3) incl. marginal 
mint 20r, two 30r corner pairs, 30r and 60r unused strips x3, a nice unused 180r, etc. plus 10r and 30r blue 
incl. strips x3 and x4, 280r marginal copy and fine good to large margined 430r. c 71 stamps  ..SP £100

555 - 1850 small numerals with mainly 30 and 60r values though some 90r values as well, mounted on around 
32 large old cluttered and messy pages. Mixed condition with many pairs, strips or blocks and a range 
of cancels including various town types, etc.  Few odd later issues included. Must be over 3000 stamps. 
Seemingly an original lot from 1937 Harmer auction in London  ..SP £200

556 - 1934 Varig “E/Rs.1000” surcharge on 1$050 orange in complete sheet x50 with WESTERPOS(T) 
watermark with large circular punched holes through five stamps  ..SP £40

557 -  batch of airmail covers mostly 1930’s period though a few later, 1930 Condor first flight to La Paz, 
“via CONDOR-ALA LITORIA” cachet, several CONDOR/ZEPPELIN/LUFTHANSA cachets, Condor 
Syndicate, Lati, Zeppelin, later first flights, etc. c66 items  ..SP £50

CHILE

558 - 1770 letter written from Santiago de Chile to the administrator of the Jesuit Missions in Paraguay (no 
cover) plus 1814 official entire letter sent from Santiago de Chile to Buenos Aires  ..SP £30

559 - 1821-22 two prestamp covers to Santiago with straight line UALPARAISO markings (U for V) plus two 
later covers with the smaller size VALPARAISO marking all in red and all with manuscript “2” ratings  
..SP £40

560 - 1840’s c. two prestamp covers to Santiago with straight line VALPARAISO (small V) and FRANCA 
markings on red, one with latter overstruck by additional VALPARAISO and manuscript “no es Franca” 
and “2” rating. Also cover with straight line VALPARAISO and manuscript “2” rating   ..SP £40

561 - 1855 second London 5c mixed condition range with 3 single and a pair with part s/line SANTA ROSE, 
PETORCA, ANGELES and TALCAHUANO markings, cover fronts with s/line S.CARLOS and 
QUIRIHUE, cover with s/line CONSTITn plus 3 singles on a cover from Santiago to Valparaiso. Nice 
group  ..SP £85

562 -  top marginal 5c Gillet touched both sides on 1855 cover from Santiago to Valparaiso, 1854 5c Desmadryl 
on cover with COPIAPO cds, 1858 10c cover with TALCA cds plus 1861 5c cover with s/line TOME 
cancel, latter three mostly clear to good margins. Also a few stamps. 4 cover and 9 stamps  ..SP £75

563 - 1856-60 c. array of 6 covers with 10c bisect usages mostly from Valparaiso to Santiago or vice-versa 
though one from Talca also noted  ..SP £100

564 - 1862 20c Hahn reprints on stockcard with good range of blocks and strips in various colours and shades 
including a corner strip x4 of the rare violet colour, strip x6 with the 5c surcharge, etc. plus a few singles. 
100+ stamps  ..SP £180

565 -  first perforated issues oddments incl. cover with single 20c to San Juan (Argentina) and cover with 
2 x 10c + 20c to Lima. 14 stamps and 4 covers  ..SP £50

566 - 1870’s-80’s collection of first type stationery envelopes on pages mint and/or used. Needs checking with 
variety of 5c types with original and Paris prints, various sizes, papers plus later printings, etc. including 
nice 15c on wove paper, few added stamps, etc. c190 items  ..SP £220

567 - 1877-1900 range of mostly roulettes on cards including an interesting array of cancels with mute types, 
single ring and double rings cds’s, couple of EST cancels, ambulantes, smaller towns, other marks like 
LIVERPOOL/SHIP, oval LA CRUZ, etc. Needs checking c540 stamps  ..SP £80

568 -  rouletted oddments incl. 1877 on cover to France in UPU period, 5c added to 5c stationery in March 
1881 (pre-UPU), 1c printed rate cover, blk x8 1c with Constitucion cds’s, some cancels incl. odd EST and 
war period, etc. 7 covers & 32 stamps  ..SP £65

569 - 1879-83 c. small range of roulettes with Pacific War period cancels incl. usual types plus Paita, Yca, Pisco 
and others. Needs checking. c50 stamps  ..SP £30

570 - 1889-1896 range of official postal stationery cards including first type, ship types and odd railway type 
mostly mint though one used and a few with cancels. Includes some so-called proofs and also a 1943 
Pan-American official paid item (H&G 3). 27 items  ..SP £220
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571 -  collection of stationery envelopes on pages from c1900 period mint and/or used on pages with various 
Columbus types, Presidente issues plus small range of surcharges. Some albinos on the Columbus types 
incl. a double print, 5c Columbus in grey instead of blue, some added stamps, regd., etc. c88 items. Needs 
checking  ..SP £85

572 - 1900 range of registered 15c and 20c stationery envelopes mint and/or used including 5 with various 
types of SIN VALOR overprints. 14 items  ..SP £100

573 - 1908 Chile Northern Railway £20, £100 and £500 share certificates printed by Bradbury Wilkinson all 
with attractive “Steam Engine” vignettes   ..SP £20

574 - 1909-1950 c. range of parcel post cards mint and/or used with first types, various other “Columbus” 
issues, Presidente types, etc. 19 items  ..SP £150

575 - 1928 album page with 3p and 6p airmail surcharges mostly mint though odd used, plate flaws, two 
identified forgeries, etc. 13 stamps (genuine stc SG £700+)  ..SP £80

576 -  mounted collection of airmail covers all variously franked with 1928-1932 airmail overprints with a wide 
range of usages and frankings including couple of first flights, odd crash cover, high values, destinations, 
rates, routes, etc. Useful lot with c70 covers  ..SP £260

577 - 1928 airmail cover from Valparaiso (18 Aug) to Montevideo sent by surface to Argentina and then by air 
by CGA to Montevideo  ..SP £20

578 - 1928 regd. airmail cover from Santiago to Paris with the complete set of the first airmail overprints 
including the 10p value with the blue overprint. Also 1930 cover to Germany with the franking including 
2 x 10p with black overprints  ..SP £30

579 - 1928-29 small lot of airmail overprints on unwatermarked Presidente issues  including multiples, 5p 
plate block x4, 4 x 10p values with overprint in blue, used strip of the 10p with the overprint in black, etc. 
c62 stamps (stc SG £350)  ..SP £70

580 - 1929 February/March first scheduled domestic Northbound flight from Valparaiso to Arica plus Southbound 
flight from Antofagasta to Valparaiso. Also additional Northbound and Southbound covers dated in May   
..SP £40

581 - 1929 first flight (26 February) by Military plane from Santiago to Antofagasta (Chuquicamata) plus Linea 
Aeropostal first flight from Valparaiso (5 March) to Arica. Also regd. airmail postcard from Valparaiso 
(25 April) to Montevideo  ..SP £40

582 - 1929 first flight from Chile to Europe plus 1930 Mermoz first attempt covers to London and Paris and 
second attempt cover to France all with special cachets. Also Air France and Lufthansa commemorative 
cachets for 100th and 250th crossings respectively. 6 covers  ..SP £50

583 - 1929 first flights (18 July) from Valparaiso to Asuncion in Paraguay, Mendoza and Buenos Aires, latter 
two with special cachets  ..SP £40

584 - 1929 first flights (21 July) from Santiago to Canal Zone plus (21 July) from Iquique to Lima and (22 July) 
from Arica to Ecuador. Also first flight to Argentina  ..SP £30

585 - 1929-32 small lot of airmail overprints on watermarked Presidente issues  including multiples, shades, 
different plate blocks and printings, watermark positions, etc. Mostly mint with c170 stamps (stc SG £1300+)   
..SP £220

586 - 1929-32 small lot of airmail overprints on watermarked Presidente issues  with CORREOS DE CHILE 
inscriptions, all mint multiples with shades, printings, watermark positions, etc. c300 stamps (stc SG £185)  
..SP £40

587 - 1929-30 two large size bank airmail covers from Valparaiso to London with high rates, one with block 
x6 10p and the other with 11 x 10p with airmail overprints  ..SP £30

588 - 1930 first and second LAN flight covers from Puerto Montt to Santiago, the first with a special cachet 
and the second with a fine “CONDUCCION 10 Cts” delivery charge marking  ..SP £30

589 - 1932-36 three airmail covers to Europe of USA all with Ambulante markings with different style cds’s 
AMBULANCIA/117, AMBULANCIA/65 and a Puerto Montt (112) marking   ..SP £30

590 - 1932-35 two Air France publicity cards and a special rate New Year plain postcard plus one Condor 
publicity card all used to Denmark, Switzerland, Germany and Austria  ..SP £40

591 - 1932 Zeppelins with 8 different acceptances (April through October) mostly to Germany and one to 
Switzerland. All with cachets, arrivals, etc.   ..SP £100

592 - 1934 combination cover from Santiago to Germany sent via San Paulo with added Brazilian franking 
to pay the Zeppelin fee for the onward journey. There were no direct Zeppelin acceptances from Chile in 
1934  ..SP £40

593 - 1935 Condor DHL flight acceptances from Santiago sent to Mendoza in Argentina and to Germany both 
with special cachets. Also 1935 Zeppelin acceptance from the time the catapult was out of service for 
repair  ..SP £30
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594 - 1936-40 c.  half-a-dozen mounted and written up airmail covers to Europe incl. a 1936 flight that used 
the Zeppelin for cross Atlantic shuttle while the ships were being serviced, 1941 LATI cover to Marseille, 
etc. Also a 1936 Argentina cover via Air France/KLM  to India  ..SP £30

595 - 1985-86 $15 on $10 surcharge top half sheet x50 with the 4th and 5th vertical rows with the surcharges 
completely omitted. Unhinged mint. An interesting modern variety seemingly unlisted in this format in 
the 2006 specialised catalogue  ..SP £50

596 -  collection of postal stationery cards on pages from first issues through to 1910 period mint and/or used 
on pages. Needs checking with different stocks on earlier types, some added stamps, first card reprints, 
etc. c150+ items  ..SP £120

597 -  range of postal stationery wrappers, postal memorandums and lettercards on pages mint and/or used 
incl. regd. 20c wrapper, 2c memorandum printed for Chilean Electric Tramway, etc.   ..SP £150

598 -  small lot of aerogrammes on pages, mint and/or used including Easter Island types, Antarctica, etc. 12 
items  ..SP £20

599 -  stockcard lot with few imperfs, 1867 issues, roulettes, blk x4 5c on 30c inverted, 1900-01 Waterlows 
mint and used incl. some multiples with 3 x 50c mint blks x4, 1910 Centenary 10p mint, Presidentes ranges 
with multiples, etc. c850 stamps range of 30 stationery items on pages  ..SP £100

COLOMBIA

600 - 1859-63 range of fakes and fantasies of classic issues on stockcard with various different forgery types, 
mint / used, some small strips and blocks, etc. Interesting lot c175 stamps  ..SP £30

601 - 1865 issues collection with values from 1c to 1p mounted on 17 pages with mint, used with multitude 
of cancels incl. both manuscript and handstamped types, wide range of shades, mint and used multiples, 
couple of transfer blocks reconstructions (with certificates), nice 3-colour franking piece, odd variety, etc. 
350+ stamps (stc. Scott c$9,000-$10,000 / SG £11,000+)  ..SP £2200

602 - 1865-70 range of triangular Late Fee stamps on stockcard mostly various types of fakes and forgeries 
but some Michelson reprints, mint / used. multiples, colours and papers, etc. including two mint strips x3 
of the 1865 issue, one with sideways cliché. Worth checking. c96 stamps  ..SP £30

603 - 1866 issues collection with values from 1c to 1p mounted on 12 pages with mint, used with multitude 
of cancels incl. both manuscript and handstamped types, range of shades, mint and used multiples, couple 
on part documents, varieties, etc. 250+ stamps (stc. Scott $6,250+ / SG £5,800+)  ..SP £1000

604 - 1904 internal cover to Bucaramanga with “Compania Alemana de Navegacion del Lebrija” handstamp 
with 1904 Bogota issues strip x3 5p blue-green plus, on reverse, complete folded sheet x100 and block 
x30 2c black on rose all with PUERTO SANTOS boxed datestamps (18 Dec). Some faults in places but a 
wonderful inflation period franking  ..SP £100

605 - 1929 Expresso Colombiano: long cover from Cali to Bogota with Ribon 6c plus National 4c tied by large 
oval EXPRESSO COLOMBIANO cancel with additional strike on the reverse with date inserted  ..SP £40

606 - 1941 airmail 30c large size artist drawing of the frame only plus 1p and 3p values with original photographic 
artwork for the vignette plus large master die proof without values and large finished die proofs of both 
values including an additional slightly different version of the 3p value. Also some documentation. All ex 
ABN Co.   ..SP £200

607 - 1944 Benevolent Institution (5) all in different size mint complete sheets with odd small faults possible 
in places plus the additional souvenir sheet with all five values (SG £110++)  ..SP £40

608 -  small array of covers and few fronts all with “A” Avianca frankings incl. some cachets, auxiliary markings, 
etc. Inverted “A” and misplaced “A” items plus an “A” with the centre bar, odd high values, one with 
added US special delivery, etc. 20 items  ..SP £40

609 -  stockcard lot with some early issues incl. 1861 New Granada 5c and 10c both good margins manuscript 
cancels, later imperfs, 1881 10c regn. stamp fine unused, perforated types, civil war ranges, 1903 50p and 
100p top values f.u., later issues to 1940’s. Regn. stamps, Retardo, some locals, Scadta and other issues 
throughout. Useful lot with c. 1000 stamps  ..SP £150

COLOMBIA - SCADTA

610 - 1921 30c rose and 50c green nicely centred with “G.Meija” consular signatures (New York) plus basic set of 
EU printed overprints, few used and mint sheets x25 of the 20c (2), 30c and 60c values (stc SG £1600)  ..SP £65

611 - 1923 c. mint postal stationery collection with 10c postcard, 20c lettercards  and aerogrammes with and 
without watermarks plus 30c and 50c large envelopes for use from Germany both with and without blacked 
out instructions under the flap. Also couple of imperf proof copies of the two stamps. Nice group. 12 items. 
Ex Kasper  ..SP £200
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612 - 1929 general gold currency issue used range on pages with all values represented incl. 1p blk x6 plus 2p 
and 3p blocks x4 all with agency cancels. Also 5p used on piece with other values, etc. Unusual group. 
c63 stamps (SG £1500+)  ..SP £160

613 - 1929 legal size commercial airmail cover from Barranquilla (22 July) to Bogota with 1929 2 x 10c and 
single 20c plus 8c in National issues accepted on the first survey flight from Girardot to Bogota with special 
boxed cachet. This was an unannounced flight and, as such, mail is uncommon  ..SP £40

614 -  box with Colombian airmail covers mostly from the Scadta period including incoming Consular covers 
from USA, Holland, GB and Germany, latter registered, high value usages to 3p and 5p, good range of 
rates, Canal Zone combination frankings, provisional issues, few post-Scadta period, etc. Needs checking 
with nearly 300 covers and some pieces  ..SP £300

COLOMBIAN STATES

615 -  ANTIOQUIA small range of stamps including 1869 with the four settings of the 2½c value, six different 
shades of the 10c value, 2 x 20c and 2 x 1p (shades) plus few later including range of 1886-88 values used 
with various cancels, etc. c34 stamps  ..SP £40

616 -  CUNDINAMARCA 1883 5c blue complete sheet x50, 1877 Document with added 10c and 20c, Tolima 
1886 1p vermilion sheet x50 (SG £200+), Bogota “Correo Urbano” ½c and 10c in part sheets x50 plus 
1879 Panama document with added State issue 5c and 20c postage values. Offered as seen  ..SP £60

COSTA RICA

617 -  first issue: selection of mostly 2r values on two stockcards though including a couple of 4r value and 
four 1p values all used with boxed datestamps plus partial additional cancels incl. Panama, British FB 
cancels, New York, some domestic, etc. with three on small pieces. Unusual lot. c46 stamps  ..SP £50

618 - 1889 Soto (10) complete imperf plate proof blocks x4 in unissued colours. Ex Waterlow  ..SP £500
619 - 1892 Arms (10) complete imperf plate proof pairs in unissued colours. Ex Waterlow  ..SP £250
620 - 1896 “Administracion de Licores de Guanacaste” printed document used with added 1892 2c Arms 

postage stamp used fiscally. Unusual  ..SP £40
621 - 1901-04 issues (13) complete imperf proofs all in unissued colours with WATERLOW & SONS LID/

SPECIMEN overprints mounted on paper all annotated with “S.T.” numbers. These proofs do not have 
punched holes  ..SP £260

622 - 1936 Cocos Island set (8) imperf plate proofs in issued colours all in corner blocks x4  ..SP £80
623 - 1937 hand-drawn essays for 1c and 2c unadopted designs for Cocos Islands stamps plus two piece of 

photographic artwork, one with “F10369” ABN Co. print order number on the reverse. Also couple of 
ancillary items  ..SP £100

624 - 1937 National Exposition 10c “Cafe de Costa Rica” with large sunken finalised die proof marked “For 
Approval”, signed and dated. Also the original photographic artwork for the vignette ex ABN Co. archives  
..SP £100

625 - 1937 National Exposition 2c triangular tuna fish issue with an unadopted pencil sketch design, artwork 
for the fish vignette and a very fine stamp size artist painting showing the completed design plus large 
sunken finalised die proof marked “For Approval”, signed and dated. Also additional artwork and stamp 
sketch showing a sail fish design. 6 items. Fine group  ..SP £200

626 - 1937 National Exposition 5c “Banano” with large sunken finalised die proof marked “For Approval”, 
signed and dated. Also two items of original photographic artwork for the vignette ex ABN Co. archives 
and a stamp-size bromide marked for date correction with new date pasted in. Nice group  ..SP £160

627 - 1960 Football: uncut vertical pair of souvenir sheets fine unused  ..SP £50
628 -  batch of stampless official covers from 1940’s era plus some later with a wide range of Ministry cachets, 

smaller town locations, corner cards, pre-printed envelopes, couple of 1947 stationery items, couple of 
early “penalty” envelopes, etc. mixed condition c120 covers  ..SP £30

629 -  miscellany of mostly middle period with some large dies, airmail proofs, essays, other dies, specimens, 
muestras, plate proofs, unissued stamps, some photographic artwork, sheet layout paperwork ex ABN Co. 
archives, few small sheets, etc. Worth checking with circa 140 stamps, proofs or other items  ..SP £200

630 -  mixed batch of mostly used postal stationery, some added stamps, surcharged postcards, unused 1924 
coffee card (Los 5 crateres), some printed corner cards, postage due or “T” marks, odd ambulante, etc. 
c125 items  ..SP £50
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CUBA

631 - 1899-1908 three incoming covers from USA, London and Mexico all with postage due markings and 
added 1899 overprinted US administration postage dues. Also later 1929 airmail cover with added 4 x 1c 
postage dues. 4 items  ..SP £100

ECUADOR

632 - 1892 Seebeck 1c and 2c wrappers with reverse composite die proofs for the two values in deep blue and 
in black plus 1c wrapper used and three mint examples (shades)  ..SP £75

633 - 1892 Seebeck Composite die proofs (1c, 2c & 5c), (5c, 10c & 20c) and (50c, 1s & 5s) all in red plus 
additional die proofs in blue (5c, 10c & 20c) and in black (0c, 1s & 5s). The 5c die on the composite proof 
with the 1c and 2c values was not adopted. Nice group  ..SP £140

634 - 1892 Seebeck master die proofs in red and in black plus 1c, 20c, 50c and 5s plate proofs   ..SP £50
635 - 1892 Seebeck regular & official issues in various mint multiples plus several imperforate between pairs and 

a block of the 5s top value colour error in green plus range of telegraph overprints and 1893 5c surcharges. 
Also usages with uprated 1c postcard to Paris, two covers with 10c frankings and two internal covers with 
5c telegraphs. c154 stamps and 5 covers  ..SP £120

636 - 1893-1894 Seebeck fiscals including two small master dies, basic set 1c to 10s, three Papel Sellado 
documents with added fiscals and pair 10c fiscals on legal size cover from Montecristi to Panama  ..SP £75

637 - 1893 Seebeck telegraph stamp master die proof, the set of three stamps plus a cover with 2 x 10c values from 
Guayaquil to Hamburg and a 10c cover from Quito to Syria with arrival backstamp. A rare destination  ..SP £50

638 - 1893 Seebeck telegraphs with 3 x 1c on piece with a 10c stationary cut out and a trimmed cover with 
5 x 5c surcharges on 5s telegraph stamps   ..SP £50

639 - 1894 Seebeck 10c stationery envelope with added 10c sent registered to Vienna and found open on arrival 
with manuscript note and two added official seals. Unusual   ..SP £50

640 - 1894 Seebeck range of imperf plate proofs with various values and colours from 1c to 5s (13 stamps)  ..SP £20
641 - 1894 Seebeck regular issues with identified original and reprint stamps of each value (the 5c was not 

reprinted) with details of the various paper weaves used.  Reprint multiples, official issue originals and 
reprints plus covers including uprated stationery and a US Consular cover with pair 5c addressed to US 
Ship of War Alert at Callao, Peru. c114 stamps and 8 covers  ..SP £120

642 - 1894 Seebeck Telegraphs imperf plate proofs with two colours of each value (8) the issued set, a reprint 
and a 10c on cover to Hamburg  ..SP £30

643 - 1895 Seebeck 5c stationery envelope with added 3 x 5c sent registered from Guayaquil to Moscow. Scarce 
destination  ..SP £50

644 - 1895-1896 Seebeck fiscal issues with basic set and four usages on folded papel sellado documents plus postally 
used copies with 2c printed rate to Paris and 5 x 1c and bisected 10c internal usages. Also some earlier “1893-1894” 
revalidation overprints and a couple of telegraph surcharges. c22 stamps, 4 documents and 3 covers  ..SP £120

645 - 1895 Seebeck regular issues with identified originals and reprints of each value (The 5c was not reprinted) 
with details of the various paper weaves used. Also some reprint multiples, 1895 officials originals (some 
with later overprints) and reprints with blocks x10 of the latter. Two uprated 2c postcards and a 10c cover 
to France. c137 stamps and 3 covers  ..SP £50

646 - 1896 Seebeck: three composite die proofs in black showing all 8 values plus range of additional die proofs 
including composites in blue or in red. 18 individual dies  ..SP £180

647 - 1896 Seebeck regular issue originals and reprints plus additional reprint multiples with/without watermarks 
plus three covers and a postcard including 1c circular rate to USA. Also official issue originals and reprints, 
reprint overprints in red in blocks x10 plus a set with overprint in black. Uprated postcard with 1c official 
and a cover with pair of 10c officials. c190 stamps and 6 covers  ..SP £100

648 - 1896 Seebeck registered AR cover from Guayaquil to Toronto with 5 x 1c plus 1894 20c to make up the 
25c rate. An interesting combination franking  ..SP £75

649 - 1896 Seebeck postage dues with the full set (7) in imperf between pairs, few singles, range of reprints including 
several blocks x10 and a central interpanneau block x4 with 2c, 5c, 50c and 100c values. c92 stamps  ..SP £60

650 - 1896 Seebeck 5c on 20c and 10c on 50c surcharges with small genuine range, couple of fakes and a pair 
of 5c on 20c on cover to New York. Also two covers with single 10c on 50c values showing horizontal 
and vertical overprints respectively. 9 stamps and 3 cover  ..SP £120

651 - 1896 Seebeck postal surcharges on earlier fiscal issues including some inverted types, an odd double plus 
2c on 2c separated sheet x100, 10c on 1c half sheet x50, 5c on 10c separated most part sheet x99 and 10c 
on 4c block x45 including a double surcharge. Uncommon multiples. 300+ stamps  ..SP £100
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652 -  nicely mounted and well detailed collection of “1897 1898” overprints on Seebeck issues mint or used 
with regular, official and fiscal types showing five different overprint types all treated separately together 
with their sub-types including some varieties including with & without overprints plus double & triple 
overprints, scarcer stamps, as well as a good detailed section with forgeries, other types and the like. 
Wonderful study lot. c435 stamps  ..SP £400

653 - 1896 registered cover to Belgium with Liberal Party 20c on the reverse with arrival cds alongside. Added 
regn. label tied by Paris transit cds  ..SP £50

654 - 1896 Liberal Party issues with basic set and few usages on cover with 1c added to 2c postcard sent to 
Madeira, two 10c frankings to USA and 5c and 20c used on papel sellado document. Also the 1897 Correo 
Provisionales overprints including couple of inverted and a small group of forgery types. 36 stamps mint 
or used and 4 covers   ..SP £80

655 - 1897 double rate registered cover from Guayaquil to Funchal, Madeira with “1897 1898” overprints on 
1894 10c and 1895 20c. Scarce and attractive item  ..SP £100

656 - 1897 double rate cover from Guayaquil to Panama with CORREOS/PROVISIONALES overprints on 
1c, 2 x 2c, 5c and 10c Liberal Party issues. Uncommon 4-colour franking  ..SP £60

657 - 1897 cover from Guayaquil to Germany with CORREO/PROVISIONALES overprints on 1c, 2 x 2c and 
single 5c Liberal Party issues. Attractive 3-colour franking  ..SP £60

658 - 1897 range of Liberal Party issues with “1897 1898” overprints study including genuine types and 
sub-types plus several different forgeries. Also two covers showing single rate and double rate 10c frankings. 
c79 stamps and 2 covers  ..SP £100

659 -  range of covers with various “1897 1898” overprinted issues incl. internal rates, single and double foreign 
rates, registered rate, part wrapper with 5c and  7 x 10c, 10c fiscal on papel sellado document plus PO Box 
form with 2 x 50c, 14 x 10c 1894 issues and 4 x 20c telegraphs (total 3p20). The 50c values are stated 
to be fake overprints and this seemingly suggests some sort of postal forgery. Needs checking. 14 items  
..SP £460

660 -  Seebeck period collection balance  with couple of introductory pages, few telegraphs with c37 stamps, 
mint and used stationery range (25 items), several 1940’s period covers with Seebecks accepted for postage. 
Also die proof of an 1896 official seal and a mid-1800’s map of Colombia, Peru and Ecuador region  ..SP £60

661 - 1949 collection of Roosevelt semi-official airmail stamps with basic types, various Ministry overprints, sheetlets 
x1 and x4, a commercial usage on cover from the Ministry of Economics, etc. c68 stamps and 1 cover  ..SP £20

GUATEMALA

662 - 1871 First issue oddments incl. marginal imperf 1c blocks x15 and x24 in different shades, 10c and 20c 
mint blocks x4 and several single, 5c and 120c used range and spectacular cover with STEAM/PANAMA 
marking but the stamp does not belong. c72 stamps stc (SG £440+)  ..SP £65

663 - 1873 4r mauve and 1p yellow “Arms” range of 15 copies mostly used. Some nice well centred examples 
incl. 4r on tiny piece (stc SG £2000+)   ..SP £100

664 - 1875 ¼r postal stationery card in vertical unsevered and untrimmed pair from the lower left corner of 
the sheet. Small faults with central fold between the cards otherwise fine and scarce  ..SP £65

665 - 1875 mint and used range of the “Liberty” issue with blocks x4 or large of all values, some double perf 
varieties incl. 2r imprint pair, odd cancels, etc. c76 stamps (stc SG c £400)  ..SP £60

666 - 1878 Indian Woman range with some black proofs and moire paper proofs, mint and used ranges, some 
cancels, mint multiples, minor varieties, flaws, etc. plus cover with totally faded out 4r and part cover with 
several ½r values. c140 stamps and 2 covers  ..SP £120

667 -  group of 1879 Small Quetzal 1/r and 1r values including 4 plate proofs, range of mint and used singles 
plus several small mint multiples incl. strips, blocks x4 and x6, etc. c130 stamps (stc SG £1800)  ..SP £80

668 - 1886 surcharges with Setting I incl. several mint blocks, varieties incl.  mint block x4 with double date, 
used block with double date one invtd., some singles, Setting II range incl. two mint blocks x4 with 
surcharge inverted. Interesting lot. c250 stamps. High cat. value  ..SP £100

669 - 1895 “Honduras Expedition” legal size cover sent to USA with pair 1888 5c with fine JOCTAN sawtooth cds 
and octagonal datestamp cancels. Scarce origin close to the Honduras border near the Copan ruins  ..SP £40

670 -  oddments on pages Argentine card with added Guatemala stamp used to Switzerland, 1902  cover with 
fine “AMB.POSTAL F.C.C.GUATa A ESCUINTLA No.1” cds, some stationery, official covers, odd stamps, 
block of proofs, etc. c27 covers/stationery and 55 stamps  ..SP £24

671 -  small box with stockbook, some stamp cards and good quantity of loose stamp in glassine packets. Some 
19th century but probably mostly middle period. Few 1000 stamps. Weight over 1.5 Kg  ..SP £60
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HAITI

672 - 1788-1879 range of pre-stamp covers mostly to France or England with few pre-1800 items, some from 
the 1820’s-30’s period and balance from 1840’s-70’s. Includes a good range of rates, entry marks, ship and 
packet letter marks, British PO marks, “T” and accountancy marks, amended rates incl. TAXE RECTIFIER 
marking, etc. Useful lot 20 items  ..SP £240

673 - 1881 Liberty Heads imperforate 7c mixed mint (11) and used (39)reconstruction with all 50 types, couple 
with faults but mostly fine good margined copies (SG £350)  ..SP £50

674 - 1885 perforated Liberty Heads 1c pale vermilion Plate II, Second Printing  most part reconstruction 
(48 positions) all mint including a block x25, block x16 plus partly overlapped block x6 and four singles. 
Some faults in places (SG £265)  ..SP £85

675 - 1885 2c reddish mauve perforated Liberty Head Plate II complete mint or unused reconstruction will all 50 types 
including block x20, block x4 and three blocks x4. Some overlaps with 59 stamps in total (£380+)  ..SP £75

676 - 1885 perforated Liberty Heads 7c ultramarine Plate II, Second Printing  most part reconstruction 
(49 positions) all mint or unused including a block x6 and three blocks x4 but also including an irregular 
mint block x7. Four spare singles as well (SG £750)  ..SP £100

677 - 1886 perforated Liberty Heads 20c pale brown Plate III most part reconstruction (48 positions) mostly 
used including a couple of blocks x4 but also including an irregular mint block x7. Couple of spare singles 
as well (SG £200+)  ..SP £40

678 - 1886 perforated Liberty Heads 20c pale brown Plate III complete used reconstruction with all 50 types 
(SG £120+)  ..SP £40

679 -  small range of perforated Liberty Heads with cancellations on 1c, 3c and 5c values including several 
pairs with St. Marc, Les Cayes, Petit Goave, Cap Haiten, Gonaives, etc. including couple with manuscript 
dates. 20 stamps  ..SP £30

680 -  mixed lot of mostly perforated Liberty Heads on pages, etc. mint and/or used with some cancels, small multiples, 
minor varieties, part plating, half-a-dozen mint formula cards with added stamps, etc. c190 stamps  ..SP £40

681 - 1888 set of President Legitime 1c to 50c rouletted essays (8)   ..SP £50
682 -  small range of Salomon issues on pages incl. all values in mint blocks x4, additional 1c block x8, shades, 

cancels, 2c surcharge on 3c including couple of doubles, one in a strip x3, etc. 100+ stamps  ..SP £30
683 - 1891 quadruple rate cover to Hamburg endorsed “Orange Nassau” (Dutch vessel) with 1886 20c Plate 

III  plus 1891 upright palms 3 x 2c and 2 x 7c all tied by LES CAYES cds’s   ..SP £60
684 - 1891 upright palms issues partly mounted on pages incl. three plate proof blocks x4, 1c block x49, 2c sheet 

without selvage and 3c complete sheet with selvage, cover with 3-colour franking, combination franking with 
later issues, 2c surcharges, etc. plus various flaws, cancels and the like. 300+ stamps and 3 covers  ..SP £140

685 - 1893-98 Palms issues on pages with 1893 master proof, plate proofs incl. 3c block x4 in unissued green, 
mint, used, some cancels, imperf between varieties incl. some blocks, etc., other multiples incl. couple of 
complete sheets, 2c surcharges with some doubles, etc. Also small lots in packets. Worth checking. 900+ 
stamps plus 1869 coloured map  ..SP £150

686 - 1898 2c on 20c orange palms lower half sheet x50 used with Port au Prince cds’s (30 May ‘98). Two stamps 
(pos. 13 and 38) show double surcharges  ..SP £20

687 - 1898 Palm issues printed in Paris on pages with master die proof strip x3, many plate proofs including 
blocks and multiples on various papers, shades, watermarks, imprints, etc. Overprinted and perfin specimens, 
ranges of issued stamps including 1c (2) and 3c complete sheets x100. Useful lot. c735 stamps  ..SP £120

688 - 1904 Nord Alexis proofs with five different plate proof sheets mounted on sunken card including 20c 
in black plus further range of 12 imperf plate proof sheets (several numbered) with 1c, and 50c values 
(shades) plus range of 10c sheets including printings in various green and in plum shades. Some toning in 
places. Interesting lot  ..SP £100

689 - 1908 printed cover to Le Havre endorsed “Bolivia” with 1904 Nord Alexis 5c strip x4 and 10x strip x3 all 
with handstamped “cross” cancel and with unframed “SS,Bolivia/Nov.24.1908” cancel. Arrival backstamp. 
Flap missing otherwise fine. Scarce  ..SP £75

690 - 1914 Revenue “Bills of Exchange” issues with 30c to 4g values (10) each in mint se-tenant strips x4 with 
basic stamp plus 3 control copies. Also few other mint revenues on a page. c55 stamps   ..SP £20

691 - 1926 large “Royal Netherlands West India Mail” envelope sent from Port au Prince (21 Jan) to Cap Haitien 
endorsed “par Aeroplane” with added 3g50 in stamps all with cds’s and AVION cancels. Arrival backstamp 
(21 Jan). Central fold but a major early commercial franking representing a 7-times 50c airmail rate  ..SP £80

692 - 1949 Anti-Tuberculosis airmails small dies in issued colours without the “cross” symbol, master sunken 
die proofs without values in black and in brown plus set of six finalised sunken die proofs in issued colours. 
Also a proof of the “cross” symbol only in red. A fine assembly  ..SP £750
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693 - 1950 Unadopted essay die proofs and other artwork for the UPU Anniversary with composite master die 
proofs for airmail and regular mail showing two different portrait designs. Finished die proofs showing 
30c and 1g airmail designs, a master airmail die annotated “Accepted by Haitian Ambassador”. Six die 
proofs in all showing 8 stamps, 6 items of photographic artwork and a specimen stamp  ..SP £600

694 -  Few oddments including 1902 inverted opt on cover, 2c on 20c palms double surcharge on cover and a 
few 1890’s imperf betweens, etc. plus batch of used cto material in blocks and sheets from most 1960’s-70’s 
Olympic issues (100’s) plus a quantity of commercial mail, mostly legal size and mostly from the latter 
half of the 1900’s (possibly 300+ items).   ..SP £30

HONDURAS

695 - 1866-77 first issues and surcharges forgery reference collection mounted on 5 pages with different forgery 
types, Spiro sheets x25 and x66,  cruder types, couple of pieces,  Comayagua and Tegucigalpa surcharges 
incl. de Thuin, Toledo and Kreb Brothers types and others incl. four pieces and a cover. Interesting lot. 
c229 stamps and 1 cover  ..SP £120

696 - 1866-77 first issues and surcharges: somewhat messy lot on various old album pages, stockcards, etc. 
including a quantity of sheets, panes and multiples. Needs careful checking with mix of genuine and fakes, 
mint and used, etc. Many 100’s stamps  ..SP £400

697 - 1892 Bogran 25c legal size stationery envelope sent registered to Germany. Added New York EXCHANGE 
regn. label. Transit and arrival backstamps. Fine  ..SP £100

698 - 1896 small range of Arias postal stationery including mint cards and 3c + 3c reply card, used 2c with 
added 1c, 2 x 3c and 2c + 2c reply card. Also mint 1898 train cards plus used 3c with added customs 
handstamps from Amapala. 10 items  ..SP £40

MEXICO

699 - 1892 10c multiple advertising 10c lettersheet with special envelope with cut-out oval to show the franking 
(H&G B38A). Fine unused. Adverts incl. Tobacco, Wines, Tailor, Medicines, Insurance, etc.  ..SP £60

700 - 1914-15 period small mounted array of postage due covers including underpaid item sent in Mexico City 
with 4 x 1c dues, civil war usages, one with postage due used as regular postage, etc. Also one later item. 
9 covers   ..SP £50

NICARAGUA

701 - 1882 UPU issue range of used stamps seemingly selected for cancels with lots of letter/number types 
mostly good strikes, circular name marks, some mutes, couple of intaglio numbers, boxed “M” marks and 
manuscript types, all values represented, etc. c235 stamps  ..SP £80

702 - 1900-30’s 1900 officials & telegraphs, 1905 officials, 1907 telegraphs, 1914-15 National Palace regular 
issues & officials, 1932 official opts and airmail officials all in sets in blocks x4 with SPECIMEN overprints. 
Few other oddments incl. 1908 5c, 15c and 20c imperf proof blocks x8 also with SPECIMEN opts. 330+ 
stamps  ..SP £80

703 - 1903 President Zelaya issues: complete set of  8 mostly large die proofs sunken on card in issued colours. 
Nice group  ..SP £500

704 - 1903 President Zelaya issue range of stamps on various pages mint and/or used, so-called “colour errors”, 
2c and 5c blks x4, couple of small pieces incl. a bisect item, etc. c109 stamps  ..SP £20

705 - 1903-06 c. group of cards and covers with frankings including 1903 President Zelaya issues incl. large 
folded registered cover to Costa Rica, mixed value and mixed issue frankings, postcards, regd., etc. Mixed 
condition but a scarce group of interesting material. 26 covers  ..SP £220

706 - 1904 large folded Consular cover sent registered from Managua to San Jose, Costa Rica with unlisted 1 peso 
surcharge on lithographed 10c Momotombo issue with 1903 Zelaya 10c alongside. A rare franking  ..SP £120

707 - 1930 incoming first flight cover from Colon (30 Apr) to Puerto Cabezas plus the return first flight cover 
from Puerto Cabezas (1 May) to Miami with special cachet showing use of regular stamps to pay the 
airmail fee. There were no airmail stamps available at this office  ..SP £30

708 - 1930-33 range of airmail covers on pages including combination franking with US airmail, a coupler of 
post-earthquake items, official mail, regular stamps used for airmail, first flight to Merida, cover to Prague 
with legs to USA and from Germany to Prague by airmail, etc. 14 items  ..SP £65

709 - 1932 30c on 50c Momotombo airmail on two pages including mint block x4, usage on cover, surcharge 
double, double one inverted, pair with “no stop” plus corner block x4 incl. “Valc” error. 12 stamps & 
1 cover  ..SP £40
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710 - 1932 35c on 50c Momotombo airmail on page including mint block x4, corner block x4 with “Valc” 
error, surcharge in black, surcharge double block x4, surcharge double one inverted single and block x4 
incl. “Valc” error (only three copies can exist - Scott $400+). 18 stamps  ..SP £100

711 - 1932 40c on 1 cor  Momotombo airmail on two pages including mint block x4, two usages on cover, 
corner block x4 with “Valc” error plus surcharge inverted (2), double and double one inverted varieties. 
12 stamps and 2 covers  ..SP £40

712 - 1932 55c on 1 cor Momotombo airmail on two pages including mint block x4, usage on cover with US 
postage due, corner block x4 with “Valc” error plus surcharge inverted, double and double one inverted plus 
additional double one inverted block x4 and single incl. “Valc” error on inverted surcharge (only 3 copies 
can exist) varieties. Also cover with set of four surcharges all double. 16 stamps and 2 covers  ..SP £65

713 - 1932 airmail overprinted and surcharged lithograph “Earthquake” issues  mounted on 14 exhibit pages 
with mint stamps, inverts, doubles, double one inverted, part inverts, several imperf betweens, several 
sheets x10 incl. one with inverted overprints, “1232” errors, etc. plus range of usages on cover. Wonderful 
lot (stc SG £6000+++) c129 stamps & 12 covers  ..SP £1200

714 - 1932 airmail surcharges on Palace & Cathedral issues with basic mint set, the four limited issue values, 
set of inverts, couple of doubles, a supposedly unique triple overprint and couple of “1832” errors. Also 6 
covers incl. one with “1832” error plus usages from Ocotal and Esteli. Scarce group. 40 stamps & 6 covers  
..SP £100

715 - 1932 Interior Airmail Service 8c on 1 cor on two pages incl. blocks x4, one with “inaugnration” error, 
corner pair with “1232” error, misplaced, odd minor variety and three usages on cover to Ocotal, Matagalpa 
and El Sauce, one with “inauguration” error. 16 stamps & 3 covers  ..SP £100

716 - 1933 legal size airmail cover from Managua to New York with 3c regular postage and 15c Leon-Sauce 
Railway to pay the airmail postage. A scarce stamp on cover  ..SP £75

717 - 1933 two first flight covers from Managua to Bluefields with special cachets and different frankings. 
The flight was delayed several days by weather conditions and eventually took off and landed instead at 
Laguna de Perlas plus page with 1933 Momotombo surcharges. 4 stamps & 3 covers  ..SP £30

718 - 1935 collection of “Resello-1935” vertical revalidation markings on Momotombo or Palace & Cathedral 
issues mostly mint though a few used including the red opt. reading down on the 10c on 20c Momotombo 
(SG £500, Scott $350), some doubles and other varieties. Interesting lot with c79 stamps and 7 covers  
..SP £200

719 - 1936-37 range of airmail opts and surcharges with errors and varieties incl. double, double one inverted, 
“9137” error, “Centauos” error and others plus Momotombo new colours, etc. c69 stamps & 3 covers  
..SP £50

PANAMA

720 - 1950 2c “sugar card” imperf plate proof corner blocks x8 showing frames only and vignettes only both 
marked APPROVED and signed. Also similar block x8 of the completed design on thick card in unissued 
green and black  ..SP £65

PARAGUAY

721 - 1910-21 definitive issues on pages including perf and imperf blocks, 5c part sheet, 1912 surcharges with 
varieties plus 75c perforated bisects including usages on cards, covers and stationery. x220 stamps and 
19 covers  ..SP £50

722 - 1911 Independence with two small die proofs, good range of plate proofs and colour trials incl. pair of 
inverted centres, mint set in multiples and/or part sheets plus couple of attractive usages on cover. c66 proofs, 
c226 stamps and 4 covers  ..SP £100

723 - 1913 range of definitive issues, officials and postage dues in multiples plus range of covers incl. regd., 
censored, bisect, official usages, etc. c497 stamps and 28 covers  ..SP £65

724 - 1918-21 surcharges on regular issue and postage dues with good range of multiples, varieties incl. inverted, 
double, double one inverted, double both inverted, triple, misplaced, etc. plus range of 1920-21 period 
covers, nine with provisional issues and one with a provisional regn. label from Azucarera. c162 stamps 
and 12 covers   ..SP £50

725 - 1920-22 Constitution, National Palace, Independence and Revolution issues mint, some multiples, 1922 
1p inverted centre, imperf, imperf between, 50p inverted centre, some used, etc. plus small range of covers. 
c135 stamps, 8 covers and two unused ppc’s  ..SP £50

726 - 1924 Map. 1925-26 General Diaz and 1924-27 provisional surcharges with mint multiples, few imperfs, range 
of usages on cover and a few later covers as well incl. 1929 to Madagascar. c350 stamps and 9 covers  ..SP £40
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727 - 1928-38 mint airmails collection from first surcharges, odd multiple, imperfs and specimens, 1933, 1934 
and 1935 Zeppelin sets, 1934-37 GPO blocks x4, 1925 triangulars, Churches, etc. plus few essays and 
unadopted designs. c138 stamps  ..SP £60

728 - 1929-1940 c. mounted range of airmail covers on pages with wide range of frankings well written up with 
details of rates, etc. Includes regd. mail, Chile combination franking, various airlines and routes, censored 
mail, etc. Attractive lot c61 covers. Also small mounted written-up range of later 1960’s-70’s period covers 
on pages.  most with rate information provided. c32 items. 94 covers in total  ..SP £85

729 - 1922-36 mounted collection of “C” (Campaña) overprints including mint multiples, couple of part 
sheets, odd imperf pair, “C” on surcharged stamps, etc. plus range of covers mostly with “C” overprints. 
c280 stamps and 15 covers  ..SP £50

PERU

730 - 1932 Harrison 2c and 10c postage dues plus 1933 10c official all in complete sheets x100 with 
CANCELLED overprints. Fine group  ..SP £100

731 -  mostly middle period on album pages and in a stockbook. Probably several 100 stamps altogether, 
the best of which are probably a small range of circa 120 Civil War issues   ..SP £30

SALVADOR

732 - 1893 spectacular die proof of the background security design including REPUBLICA DE SALVADOR 
inscriptions that was used for the Ezeta 2c and 3c postcards. Also a similar die showing an unadopted 
background design and a small mock-up with a suggested 1893 reply card security design format   ..SP £220

733 -  A stunning array of mostly progressive black die proofs including composites showing the build up of 
the 1895 “coat-of-arms” issue. Includes some proofs in green, an odd brown and red proof plus a small 
showing of mostly finished proofs in blue. Over 100 die proofs in total, many of which are undoubtedly 
unique  ..SP £2400

URUGUAY

734 - 1921-22 airmail overprints range on card with set in blks x4, yellow-green and ultramarine overprint 
shades, red overprint inverted on piece, other blocks including a couple with plate varieties, etc, 42 stamps 
(SG £550+)  ..SP £65

735 - 1921-23 group of five airmail covers all with frankings including the first airmail overprints with red, 
blue and green overprint types used on various flights  ..SP £40

736 - 1928 Albatross 4c brown perforated airmail with two complete sheets x20 both fin mint, one imperforate 
at right side (Ciardi A26c $230+)  ..SP £20

737 - 1928 perforated Albatross airmails complete set with odd small fault all with light SPECIMEN handstamps 
(SG £500 as regular stamps). Also 1929 4c albatross in mint sheet x20 stamps (SG £75)  ..SP £50

738 - 1928-1930 small mounted collection of CGA Northbound airmails from Montevideo including three 
from the inaugural flight, covers to Brazil, USA, France, Spain, Belgium, Holland and Latvia with various 
frankings and rates. 15 covers  ..SP £100

739 - 1929 Panagra FAM 9 extension to Buenos Aires first flight from Montevideo addressed to Sante Fe 
(Argentina) with special cachet. Also two other Panagra northbound covers and a regd. postcard. 4 covers  
..SP £20

740 - 1930 trio of Mermoz survey flights (7 June) from Montevideo to France, to Spain and to Italy plus second 
Mermoz survey flight (5 July) to Germany. All with special cachets. Nice group  ..SP £60

741 -  Pluna airlines:  Mounted collection on 120 pages showing the development with routes and services for 
mail and passengers. Many covers, first flights, postal agents markings, stamps incl. a couple of hand painted 
essays plus a wide range of ephemera with tariffs, brochures, timetables, baggage labels, advertisements, 
tickets, photos, etc. as well as Pluna playing cards, matches, safety instructions, a Captain’s patch and hat 
badge, stewardess pin, serviette and even a spoon. Also some additional unmounted material. Ex Roger 
Schnell  ..SP £1800

742 -  airmail oddments, some mounted on pages, incl. Rincon first flight, 1930 NYRBA first flight to USA, 
two Pan-American Zeppelin covers, incoming DOX cover from Switzerland, incoming from Germany, 
later censored cover to Canada, etc. 16 covers  ..SP £60
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VENEZUELA

743 - 1864 Newspaper issues with mint range on two pages, some shades, all with good margins (SG £450+)  ..SP £75
744 -  small collection of 1865 Eagle issues with basic mint set plus additional 3 x ½c and 3 x 1c mint stamps, 

used ranges, 3 x ½r covers, 1r nice used pair, single on cover, bisect pieces and bisect cover, 2r shades, 
marginal mint pair and range of ½r postal forgeries. 64 stamps and 5 covers (stc £2000+)  ..SP £300

745 -  collection of 1866-68 square coat-of-arms issues with mint set, ½r ranges with transfers types for the 
first three settings, 4th setting mint blocks, 5th setting 3 blocks x4 with tete-beche varieties, 6th setting 
mint blocks, used ranges and couple of covers, 1r, stamps, cover and bisect pieces, 1c used, 2 x 2r used, 
etc. (stc Scott $3350+)  ..SP £380

746 -  collection of 1866 ½r used with ranges of cancels incl. dated cds’s with pieces incl. three single and 1r 
used together, 3 covers, looped Caracas cancels, small sunburst cancel incl. pair, undated types, PUERTO 
CABELLO cds’s 1868 thru 1871 range, few numerals, etc. c45 stamps and 4 covers   ..SP £90

747 -  small range on pages of first type opts on 1866-68 issues with nice pair ½r opt upright and single inverted 
with PUERTO CABELLO cds’s, 1r very worn impression with sunburst cancel and 4 used 2r values 
(stc SG £750+)  ..SP £85

748 -  collection on pages of second type opts on 1866-68 issues with nice mint set, odd mint multiple, used ranges 
incl. 1r corner copy with CARACAS imprint with PUERTO CABELLO cancel, 1r pair with looped FRANCO 
cancel, several stamps with VALENCIA ovals incl. a cover, odd manuscript cancel, 2r yellow used on fragment, 
etc. 67 stamps and 5 covers (stc £4500 + 2r yellow bisect piece - cover cat $10k in Scott)  ..SP £500

749 -  collection on pages of third type (larger size) opts on 1866-68 issues all used with singles, couple of 
pairs and 6 covers incl. inverted and upright types, range of cancels incl. numerals, ovals, Puerto Cabello, 
Valencia oval datestamp on cover, privately perforated ½r used on piece, etc. 29 stamps and 6 covers 
(stc Scott $3500)  ..SP £260

750 -  collection on pages of fourth type (small “c” on “correos”) opts on 1866-68 issues with mint shades 
plus upright and inverted opts. Also excellent used range of ½r values including a good range of cancels 
including pieces and covers, etc. c40 stamps and 8 covers (stc Scott $2200)  ..SP £200

751 - 1873-77 range of cancels on various opts on 1866-68 issues incl. negative CORREO/DE/LA GUIARA 
types on ½r pair and 2r yellow (rare), different Puerto Cabello types, FRANCA, manuscript cancels, 
sunbursts, three Paez cancels, circular Tinaco, etc. c38 stamps  ..SP £120

752 - 1889 Coro la Vela “local” typeset issues with bird design with the five values plus the official stamp and 
the “free” stamp all in sheets x12, x14 or x15 unused or with “Correo de Komercio” handstamps  all with 
tete-beche layouts. Some varieties with printed on the back, sideways cliché, etc. c100 stamps  ..SP £100

SECTION FOUR – LATE LOTS

753 CENTRAL AMERICA - 1893-1894 composite strip x3 rejected Seebeck essays in red with Salvador 5c 
design dated 1893 (later used in 1896), Nicaragua 2c design dated 1893 (later used in 1894) and Honduras 
1c dated 1893-94 (later used in 1894-95)  ..SP £50

754 NICARAGUA - 1899 internal legal size “Department of Interior” registered AR cover with 1899 10c and 
20c sent from Granada (2 Oct) to Bluefields. Arrival backstamp. Fold clear of stamps otherwise fine and 
rare triple internal rate   ..SP £60

755 SALVADOR - 1890 proofs on India paper of the 2c orange and 3c brown postal stationery cards plus a 
finished 3c card with SPECIMEN overprint  ..SP £60

756 SALVADOR - 1890 postal stationery die proofs showing the corner ornaments used on the cards in black, 
in blue and in red plus die proofs of the central CARTE POSTALE design in black and in red and a die 
proofs of the four Spanish and French side inscriptions from the cards in red. Nice group  ..SP £120

757 SALVADOR - composite die proof in brown showing the “Liberty” and “Ceres” vignettes set inside frame 
lines  that were used on the 1894 and 1899 issues respectively  ..SP £40

758 SALVADOR - 1895 Seebeck advertising under-prints block of 9-types including Cigarettes, Beecham’s 
Pills, Tutti Frutti, Pear’s Soap and Hood’s Sarsaparilla in reverse of 1895 5c Ezeta block x9  ..SP £50

759 SALVADOR - 1896 c. Official Post Office Seal (Cierro Oficial) die proof in red numbered “980”   ..SP £20
760 SALVADOR - 1897 10c Registration stamp with sunken die proofs of the vignette only in black, in red 

and in blue plus sunken die proofs of the completed designs in red and in blue. Attractive group  ..SP £160

END OF SALE  - THANK YOU
Full or representative illustrations of all the lots in this auction can be found on our website at

 www.brianmoorhouse.com
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